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SENIOR OFFICERS '79 
by Lisa Schwarz 

The senior officers of the 
class of 1979 are to · be com
mended for their outstanding 
accomplishments. for the benefit 
of the graduating class. The 
President, Toldd Rauch, heads 
a staff of Ka~n Sasser, Vice 
President; Kit Whyte, Secretary 
and Cathy Zoi, Treasurer. The 
four officers have been extreme
ly helpful in obtaining the most 
improvements, and at a lower 
cost, of all actlvit_ies connected 
with the graduating class. 

The first noticeable change 
from prior years was the pur
chase. of higher quality and 
better styled T-shirts. .Not only 
did the color a_nd style satisfy 
everyone but the class fund _paid 
$2.00 toward every shirt, thus 
reducing the price each student 

had to pay. The _Senior Break
fast was another successful 
event. Due to the senior 
officers' efforts ·this year there 
was no charge to the students 
and there was plenty of food for 
everyone. A welcome addition 
to senior souvenirs was the 
senior mug. These personalized 
·mu·gs were inexpensive and 
popular with everyone. The 
Senior Banquet, . which . was 
usually held in the cafeterl~, Is 
being changed to the more 
appealing atmosphere of One 
Park Avenue. The prom site 
was also changed for the bette~ 
and the price of the "after 
prom" was reduced. As a 

__ matter of fact, they made it 
possible for seniors to pay as 
little.as possible for every senior 

ESSAGEFROM 
CLASS PRESIDENT 

To my fellow graduates, . 
I'm sure you.all don't have to 

be told that It's been a long four 
years. Our parents, f rlends and 
teachers have, for the most 
part, encouraged and helped us. 

For this, I ,think we are all 
appreciativ~ I know personally 
that as graduation nears, I find 
rnyseff looking back over the 
past years and thinking about 
the way all of us have shared so 
many experiences. I know that 
it might sound awkward, but if 
you really think about it, its 
true. I have learned and shared 
much with all of you, and for 
that I am thankful. 

I am glad that these years are 
over, but I'm, not so happy wHh 
the thought that soon we will all 
be going our separate ways. I 
do know .that I have matured 
and become a better person 
from knowing all of you, and I 
sincerely hope that all of you 
· feel the same. 

I .have tried to do my best as 
your representative this year. I 
hope that I have been success
ful. I think that we all will be 
leaving Upper St. Clair with 
memories that .will be cherished 
for the years to come. To all of 
you, I sincerely hope your 
futures are everything you want 

them to be. I wish you all the 
best of LUCK. 
Sincerely, 
Todd Rauch 
Class President 1979 

activity. 
Not only did the senior class 

off leers work well for the benefit 
of the senior class, but they 
worked extremely well with Dr. 
Hoffman who accepted all their 
ideas and suggestions present
ed to him. When asked if there 
was anything the officers 
wished they accomplished this 
year their reply was, '' Every
thing we wanted was passed -
the year has been great!" 

No doubt the efforts of the 
officers have and will aid them 
in their future endeavors. Todd 
Rauch has been offered a 
Leadership Scholarship for his 
participation in numerous activi
ties. He plans to attend the 
University of Tampa in the fall 
Karen Sasser is a member of 

the National Honor Society and 
the track team and is planning 
to go to Bucknell. Cathy Zoi is a 
member of the National Honor 
Society and is president of AFS. 

She will be attending Duke 
University in January. Kit 
Whyte is also a member of the 
National Honor Society and 
plans to continue her education 
at the University of Virginia. 

As a result of the worthwhile 
efforts of the senior class of
ficers, the class of 1979 has 
enjoyed the best year ever. 
More seniors were involved in 
activities than ever before, and 
as is known, participation is the 
most important element to a 

· unified senior class. 

OPEN LETTER 
TO THE SENIORS 

TO THE GRADUATING CLASS 
OF 1979 

As Senior Class Sponsors, we 
were asked to write a brief 
letter to the seniors. This letter 
could have taken many forms. 
For example, we could have 
compared this year's class with 
previous years. We thought 
about that for a while and 
decided it wouldn't be fair. 
Each class has Its own personal
ity and value systems. We 
didn't feel our responsibilities 
included evaluating a group of 
young people. However. we do 

. feel we can comment on the 
accomplishments of the Class of 
1979. 

This year's class officers have 
worked to make your senior 
year one to remember. The 
most significant change involves 
the Senior Prom which will now 
take place at · the Sheraton 

Motor Inn South. Also, the 
class officers have attempted to 
provide the class with opportun
ities to benefit from the funds 
they have earned during their 
high school years. 

When we work with each 
graduating class, we begin the 
year hoping that, while enjoying 
their senior year, the students 
realize they have responsibil
ities to meet. The success of 
the year is measured by the 
Senior's willingness to cooper
ate and work for the common 
goals of the class. Most stu
dents have become involved and 
accepted their responsibilities, 
so the senior activities have 
been successful. This positive, 
constructive attitude has helped 
to make our year a rewarding, 
enjoyable one. 
Jan Zahurak 
John D'Alessandro 
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Senior Activities 
by Stephanie Zanardi 

Sunday, June 3 will set the 
stage for an evening of senior 
,recognition during the bacca
laureate ceremony . . This even
ing will consist of music from 
Mr. Gielas, a senror soloist 
chosen by Mr. D' Alessandro, a 
guest speaker to recognize the 
graduating class. 

The school policy for selecting 
the guest speaker is done on a 
rotating basis of the five 
churches in Upper St. Clair. It 
has been the school policy in the 
past and it continues to hold 
that only the churches in Upper 
St. Clair are represented during 
the baccalaureate and commen
cement ceremonies. Because of 
this, not all religions are repre
sented; however, if the school 
asked other churches outside 
the community, other organiza
tions etc. would want to be 
represented and problems 
would result. (At the time of 
this printing it is not yet known· 
which three churches will be 
part of the baccalaureate cere
mony and which two will ue part 
of the commencement cere-

mony.) Of the three churches, 
the minister of one church is 
asked to choose a layman from 
his church whom he feels would 
be an inspirational speaker for 
the students. The guest may 
speak on any topic he chooses 
however, usually it is a message 
of personal dedication and in
spiration. 

During the ceremony, the 
families and friends will be 
seated in the wing sections of 
the auditorium and the seniors 
in the center section. The 
guests will stand as the class of 
1979 files in and out at the 
beginning and end of the cere
mony. Although this is not a 
mandatory ceremony, bacca
laureate is the beginning of the 
seniors' step towards gradu
ation and its popularity through
out the years has increased until 
last ,ear almost the entire 
aud~ ~ 
torium was filled with expectant 
students and parents as they 
watched the approach of a new 
stage in life. 

SENIOR TEACHERS 
OF'79 

SENIOR TEACHERS 

Mrs. Deanna Baird owes much 
of her expertise in her subject, 
German to the time she spent 
studying at Johannes Guten
berg University in Mainz, West 
Germany, and the fact that her 
favorite activity is traveling to 
Germany. She finds her seniors 
"intelllgent ... very socialty 
oriented,'' but laments that 
they "rarely did more than what 
they had to do in class.'' 

Football games, the musical and 
band concerts are some of the 
many places we appreciate 
Band Director Mr. James 
Bennett. "a love for music and 
bands" inspired him to pursue 
a teaching degree at W.V.U. 
Mr. Bennett has taught at 
U.S.C. for 9 years. 

Pittsburgh native Mr. Bruce 
Carney is a Clarion State and 
Clarkson College of Technology 
graduate who has taught at 
U.S.C. for 11 years. Comparing 
the class of '79 to that of '68, he 
says that we '' have a better 
understanding of the direction 
(we) are going, but have less of 
a commitment to it." Mr. 
Carney has found his seniors 
"generally very pleasurable." 

Senior class advisor and English 
and Speech teacher Mr. John D. 
D'Alessandro has been teaching 
at U.S.C. for 10 years, but he's · 
actually been here a bit longer 
than that since this is his alma 
mater. He is also a graduate of 
Taylor University and Indiana 
University of PA from which he 
has a Masters Degree in Coun
seling. In his spare time, he 
works to "pay the bills teaching 
doesn't." 

Math Department Chairman, 
Mr. John K. DeBlassio, a native 
of Hendersonville, PA., is truly 
a veteran of the academic world 
having attended Pitt, Indiana 
University of PA., Miami U., 
and the University of Oklahoma. 

He describes the class of '79 
asd ''friendly and capable of 
making good contributions to 
society." However, over his 14 
years at U.S.C., he has found 
that because of more outside 
interests and part-time jobs, 
students are now spending less 
"time and effort at their school 
work.'' 

Tennis and dancing enthusiast 
Mrs. Joyce Ensc.oe is a graduate 
of Slippery Rock and Penn State 
who has taught for 15 years. 
Compared to members of her 
first senior class, she finds that 
today's seniors in her Health 
and Phys. Ed. classes are 
"much more mature ... handle 
discussion groups much 
better." 

As anyone who has seen the 
Spring Choral Concert knows, 
Choral Director Mr. Robert J. 
Gielas is presently concluding 
his 10th year at U.S.C. A 
graduate of Duquesne, Pitt, 
Phoenix College and Arizona 
State, he cites his high school 
teachers and his parents as his 
main inspirations for becoming 
a teacher. Mr. Gielas describes 
the class of '79 as "reliable, 
courteous and hard working." 

"Finding a hidden joy that 
others overlooked" indicates 
the philosophy · that sets Mrs, 
Mary Gurtner apart in the 
minds of her Shorthand, Typing 

To be a class valedictorian at 
Upper St. Clair High School, a 
student must receive a 4.0 
Year-To-Date Quality-Point
Average. The sstudents that 
have met this qualification for 
the 1978-1979 school year are 
Cheryl Bruno, Debbie Clark, 
Terry McGuire, Keith _Pernlcano 
and Eric Reichenbach. They all • 
feel that they have worked hard 
to achieve this status and they 
all believe that the effort . has 
been worth it. Eric and Cheryl 
agreed that they had never 
given the thought of being a 

and Related Arts-Bus·iness stu
dents. After her first year at 
U.S.C: she describes her stu
dents in 2 words: "They 
sparkle! 

A "desire to work with young 
people'' lured Mrs. Susan N. 
Hughes into becoming a psy.ch
ology teacher at U.S.C., a 
position she has . held for the 
past 10 years. She describes 
our seniors as "social and not 
as serious about academics on 
the whole'' as previous classes. 
Mrs. Hughes wishes the senior 
class ''success and happiness in 
its future endeavors.'' 

Without the musical ability of 
French teacher Mr. George Mc
Cl.intock, U.S.C, 's famed mus
ical productions would lose out 
greatly. He has become very 
special both to his French stu
dents and to the many U.S.C. 
students who have had the 
opportunity to see Europe 
through his work with AIFS. 
After 18 years as a teacher, Mr. 
McClintock feels that students 
have changed, in that they are 
now "less excited about learn
ing." 

In her second year at U.S.C., 
English teacher Ms . . Shane 
McConnell findfl her students 
"bright, responsible, and 
friendly." A graduate of 
Wagner College, Duquesne and 
Pitt, she enjoys sports off iciat
ing, basketball, newspaper work 
and reading. 

valedictorian much conskfera
tio.n until these last few semes- 1 
ters when they began to work 
much harder to achieve a 4.0 on 
their report cards. Up until that 
time, they had aJways just done 
their best. These students have 
managed to maintain an A 
average and still partidpate in 
activities such as student 
council, colorguard, and foot
ball. As a class, we should 
admire these indlviduals1 t Their 
achievements should serve as 
examples for all of us, illustra
ting the rewards of hard work 
and dedication. 

'' Enthusiastic and competitive'' 
is how Mr. William McMaster, 
a 12th year phys. ed. teacher, 
descrlbes the. class of '79. He 
has also found the development 
of the senior elective program 
very interesting. Mr. McMaster 
is a graduate of Slippery Rock 
and Springfield. 

Slipery Rock and Pitt grad Mr. 
Thomas Murphy is concluding 
his first year at the high sc;hool, 
although he has taught Phys. 
Ed. in this district for 11 years. 
A native of the North HIiis, he 
enjoys raquetball and volleyball 
outside of school. 

Crafts teacher and Erie native 
Mr. Paul Pavlov has been teach
ing for 21 years, 18 at U.S.C. 
Of his professions, he says "it 
is nice to observe that nothing 
remains the same from year to 
year." Mr. Pavloy is a graduate 
of Edinboro State College and 
Penn State. 

Phys. Ed. teacher Mr. Ale~ 
Perinis enjoys his job for the 
opportunities it gives him to 
''work with young people on an 
informal basis." A Pittsburgh 
native, he feels that compared 
to their predecessors, today's 
graduating class is "not as 
responsible," has "less pride 
and genuf ne enthusiasm," and 
lacks "positive leadership," 
Mr. Perinjs has taught at U.S. 
C. for 17 years. 
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Sr. Teachers - con't. 
"The opportunity of sitting in 
classes of some of the finest 
persons I have ever met" pro
vided the i~centive for Foreign 
Language Curriculum Leader 
Miss Rosemarie Rocher to pur
sue her career. Miss Rocher, 
who enjoys "sports, poetry, 
sketching and thinking about 
Paul Newman,'' describes the 
senior class as "doers rather 
than dreamers ... impatient, but 
determined." 
English teacher, Mrs. Margaret 
M. Sagan feels thal today's 
seniors are often more mature 

than those she first worked 
with in 1960 "because they 
have more freedom." A native 
of Boston, she studied at Boston 
Teacher's College, Boston Univ
ersity and C.M.U. 
"M uppet Show" enthusiast 
·Mr. James Saunders has taught 
mathematics at U.S.C. for 15 
years. Of his students, he says 
that he has "detected a real 
concern to push aside some of 
the 'mumbo jumbo' · usually as
sociated ·with education, and ... 
on occasion, getting close to 
discovering why learning can be 

an exciting and life-iong adven
ture." 
"Less inquisitive" describes the 
class of '79 as Psychology and 
Geography teacher Mr. 
Sch/acter sees it. A graduate of 
both Michigan State and Duq
uesne, he especially enjoys golf, 
hockey, raquetball and traveling 

American History teacher Mr. 
Stacy Stockton regards his own 
high school history teacher as 
the main influence upon his 

choice of profession. A grad
uate of Waynesburg College, 
U.S. lnternation U. in San 
Diego, and Glassboro State Col
lege in New Jersey, he believes 
that the class of '79 is '' More 
concerned about every day pro
blems and challenges.'' 

Seven Sets of Twins in Class 
by Leah Fraser 

There are seven complete 
sets of twins in the Senior 
Class. Four sets are male 
identi-
cal twins: Keith and Kevin 
Joseph, Brad and Brian Mc
Currie, Todd and Tom Seach, 
and Joe and John Znoy; there 
is one set of female identical 
twins: Leah and Lydia Fraser; 
and there are two sets of 
fraternal twins, one male and 
female set: Jon and Jane 
Marks; and two females in the 
other set: Bubby and Nancy 
Tomich. 

When asked if they are com
pared a lot, Keith and Kevin 
Joseph both agreed that they 
are constantly compared com
petitively. Kevin said that there 
are more disadvantages to 
being a twin than there are 
advantages but "the advan
tages are worthwhile.'' Keith 
stated that one advantage is 
that as a twin, "you get to meet 
more people ... '' because people 
get to know you _. (Twins are a 
novelty, they are out-of-the
ordinary, and thus people have 
a tendency to notice them.) 
Both Keith and Kevin are inter
ested in sports and girls, not 
necessarily in that order! Kevin 
played football and basketball 
this year while Keith also play
ed football but is now playing 
baseball. Keith said that he 
and his brother have different 
tastes in food, music, hobbies, 
etc. Both are not sure where 
they will be going to college but 
Kevin will major in Engineering 
or Advertising and Business, 
and Keith may also go into 
Engineering or Computer 
Science. Interesting enough, 
they've been in one class. to
gether in their whole 12 years of 
schooling. 

Brad and Brian McCurrie also 
agreed that they are compared 
competitively. While Brad 
stated that it is good to have 
someone around, Brian brought 
up the fact that this could also 
be a disadvantage. They have 
the same friends and both were 
co-captains of the Soccer team. 
Brian is presently playing base
ball. They have different tastes 
in girls: Brad likes blondes and 
Brian likes brunettes. Through
out their 12 years of school, 
they've had a lot of classes 
together but it was not meant to 
be. They just took the same 
courses and were scheduled 
together. Brian is going to 

-attend Notre Dame in the fall, 
majoring in · Business, while 
Brad may attend Notre Dame or 
Brown University to study Pre
Med. When asked what their 
parents feel about both going to 
the same school, they rep I ied 
that they will not be living in 
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campus of Notre Dame is big 
enough that they probably 
would not be bumping into each 
other often. Their older brother 
Dan already goes there to 
school. Besides, "It is easier to 
make one trip!" 

Also compared a lot are Todd 
and Tom Seach. Both agreed 
that a major disadvantage is 
sharing things. Tom does not 
like how people mix him and his 
brother. Todd stated that when 
people do not know which is 
which, this could be an advan
tage because one could blame 
something on the other. Both 
were on the Cross Country 
team. Todd is on the Track 
team and on A. V. Tom is in 
Choir and is interested in cars. 
Todd is planning to go to 
Virginia Tech for Engineering 
while Tom goes to the Univer
sity of Dayton to study Mechan-
ical Engineering. . 

The last of the male identical 
twins are Joe and John Znoy. 
John stated that an advantage is 
putting the blame on one 
another, but he also categorized 
this as a disadvantage. Also a 
disadvantage are the compari
sons placed between the two. 
Joe said that one disadvantage 
to being a twin is that many 
mistake one for the other. Yet 
because of the mix up, one can 
get the other to replace him on 
a job or for a test, etc! Both are 
interested in skiing and other 
sports. And both are known to 
have a "Casanova" image! Joe 
will study Hotel and Restaurant 
Management and John may 
attend West Virginia University 
for Medicine. 

Jon and Jane Marks are 
brother and sister, yet, jokingly, 
Jane said that their "cleaning 
lady confuses their underwear.'' 
Jon said that he and Jane have 

no problem being compared. 
They are compared to their 
older isblings more than to each 
other. Both Jon and Jane are 
interested in music, the Beatles 
being Jon's favorite group and 
"euphoric compounds." Jon 
intends to study Medicine or 
Accounting or Business while 
Jane may also pursue a career 
in the Business World. 

Bubby and Nancy Tomich do 
not appear to be twins at all. 
They have different colored hair 
and different body frames, etc. 
Naturally, they are not compar
ed. Both agreed that there are 
advantages to being twins, one 
being having someone around ... 
They do not think there are any 
disadvantages. While Nancy is 
very much involved in sports; 
golfing, racquetball and · skiing, 
Bubby likes the ocean, fashions 
(designer clothes) and jewelry. 
Nancy is going to attend the 
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scholarship to study Business. 
Bubby plans to become a stew
ardess because she likes to 
travel and she will attend 
Mercyhurst College in the fall. 

Of course, some sets of twins 
do not enjoy being twins at all 
and these twins do not get along 
well with each other. There is 
sibling rivalry and fighting be
tween the two just as there is in 
all family situations. Yet, the 
majority on the whole of the 
twins mentioned in this article 
like being twins. Joe Znoy 
stated that being a twin is 
"great" and that he and John 
do fight occasionally but that 
they have a good relationship. 
Nancy and Bubby both said they 
liked being twins and Nancy 
also mentioned that "she does 
not know what it is like not 
being a twin." As for Jon and 
Jane, Jane likes being atwin 
and Jon stated that it is no 
different from having an older 
sister. 

I, myself, am a twin. I like 
being Lydia Fraser's sister, be
cause we have a good relation
ship. As Lydia stated, we have 
a "unique type of relationship 
where there is more love than in 
a regular sister relationship ." 
Of course it depends or the 
sisters. Lydia and I agree that 
there are not many advantages 
to being a twin. The answer 
most given for an advantage is 
that of having someone around, 
and as Lydia stated, "someone 
you can count on and who 
knows you better than anyone 
else.'' Another advantage is 
that being a twin, one gets more 
attention in that others notice 
you, but this is also a disadvan
tage in that after you have been 
noticed, you are always compar
ed with your twin. Even though 
comparisons between twins are 

usually not favorable, Lydia 
feels that th is has made her 
more competitive in things she 
does; not just competing with 
me but competition between her 
and others. I, myself, do not 
like to "compete" so to speak. 
I usually lose! One difference 
between Lydia and I is that she 
is much more determined in her 
studies and she works harder 
than I. Yet we have the same 
interests and generally the 
same friends. Both Lydia and I 
are officers of the Choral De
partment. Lydia is a Layout 
Editor of the ST. CLAIR/ON and 
I am an Assistant Features 
Editor. As for future plans, I 
will be attending Penn State in 
the fall and will . major in 
Biological Sciences. Lydia 
wants to study Chemical Engin
eering at either Penn State or 
Notre Dame. 

With my 18 years experience 
of being a twin, I can conclude 
that only friends and those who 
know you well know the differ
ences between twins, both 
external and internal differen
ces of each being. Contrary to 
popular belief, twins are not 
alike, other than their family 
resemblance! Lydia and· I do 
have similar tastes in clothes, 
music, etc, but this does not 
make us the same or one person 
or copies of one another. I take 
pride in that I differ from Lydia 
in _some respects in that I know 
that I am an individual. Most 
twins do not have their own 
Identities; only friends know 
that they are two separ.ate 
persons and not a "pair". In 
conclusion, twins are different 
and are individuals. However, 
it is the general public that sees 
twins as clones! 



Remember.Whens • -- --- ~ ~ . 
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The Pirate opener. 
Wade didn't comb his hair. 
Fran wasn't in love. 
Gary wasn't listening to music. 
Bill didn't have a car. 
Chris stopped at a red light. 
We almost got caught at Clarion, and remember officer Englert. 
I.D. was depressed New Year's Eve. 
Chinese Fire Drill. 
We had the rumble at Parkway and the Plumbing class stomped 
K.O. 's -- - with pipes. 
J.D., J.N., G.M., E.S. were chased by a 75 yr. old mugger. 
Mrs. D. introduced J.D. & J.N. to T.R. 
J.D. fell off the ponies three times. 
We had .Cale. parties. 
Lynn was a senior. 
Lori loved school. 
K.S. all the fun times in English large group with Jill and others. 
P.R. all the fun times at the cabin. 
M.M. all the fun times that we had at the football games. 
N.W. all the fun times in English class. 
Bubby went out with a Pathfinder graduate. 
We went to the VIP. 
Mr. Harding gave Diane a ride and she wanted more. 
Everyone.was called by their real names. 
We ate in the cafeteria. 
We went somewhere other than Huey's on weekends. 
Deep Creek and the pop cans in the fire. 
Partying meant cake and ice cream. 
We had all the good times in Mrs. Dodson's class. 
We decorated the office. 
We're still out to get the gang. · 
Michelle ate vegetables and meatloaf. 
Kathleen was ready on time. 

• It took two hours to get downtown. 
Debbie, Beth, and Michelle flipped over Lynn Swann. 
D.A. and J.D. had fun in Calculus and didn't talk. 
We saw a UFO. 
D.A. asked for J.D. at the wrong house. 
The table almost went.through the TV. 
We ate one pc. of popcorn in 8 min. 
YHou and I took and walk and I took those pictures of you? 
B.M. explored Cheat Lal(e. 
J.Z. through College Fair. 
C.S. shaved her legs. 
Shelby wore those jeans. 
John Znoy lost the bet. 
Eric played soccer at 3 A. M. 
Jeff R. ate a meal. 
Mouse was .KO'd in the 23rd round at Henry's. 
Wanda drove on the wrong side of the road. 
Snydley was our teacher. 
Patty W. drank too mcuh punch. 
NT wasn't cheating. 

We almost stole a picture at Clarion. 
Alfie was good. 
Indians in the trees. 
Stone Harbor, the van, school was fun? 
When we couldn't drive. 
Mrs. Keblish. 
Heather and Alison's fight. 
When cutting class was a mortal sin. 
Softball and football games. 
MM locked the keys in his car. - witt\ the can running . . 
G.S. copied the wrong answers. . . 
G.S. married. 
Moons were in the sky. 
The • Pantherettes started to develop a good half-time show with 
balloons and plastic bags. . . , , 
Carol Perkins smiled. • · 
The cop saw Denise's rosy cheeks at the VIP. 
Beth put flower petals down someone's shirt In the hall. 
We went to Samba's at 4 A.M. 
There was always a party not a township.gathering. 
J.K. ran across the same road as the cops. . 
We threw a dozen eggs at DW's house. · 
Denise, Sarah and Alison were POWER! 
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drove. 
We cared about what went on around us, and if It was wrong, we did 
something to correct it? : 
LR. knew how to drive. 
J.R. didn't like Steve. 
L.B. didn't have a story to tell. 
J.R. and L.R. and me were at an intersection and LR. had her license 
only a few days. 
Brian camped out on my kitchen table and B.E. used mywindow for a 
door. ~ · 
When J.H. couldn't decide which way to turn so he didn't. 
Remember when M.D. was sky. 
-Pizza never tasted so good. 
There was paranoia at the X-Mas dance. 
Milkshakes had wings. 
Pigs took showers. 
I.B. was liked by everyone. 
Bio read all the candy Valentine hearts. 
Homecoming was a date to remember. 
D.H. took a bend at 90. 
J.W. looked a turntables. 
We almost made the obituaries trying to lose Herm. 
Cruisin around to Greaserville. · 
Africa was a foreign country. 
We listened to the stereo In the brown room. 
Levis were expensive. 
Mod 6 was just another mod. 
Parties were only on weekends. 
We went up to Clarion, but no one was home. 
J.K., M.G. and I were in the front row at Jackson B's concert. 
Matt was section leader. 
Ray sent that note. 
We saw "Animal House" 1000X. 
Faulk said she was in a forest of legs at Chucky D. 
Tina lived here. 
We rode all the way back from C.V. with the windows down. 
Mikey DIDN'T crash at a party. 
Terry M. in a cheerleader skirt. 
Memorable Choir trips. 
Hazen's shredded tweet. 

· R.K. and J.L. show shorts on stage. 
Beck and Pearl Harbor. 
Smith's You Nit. 
Thompson's Myths. 
Westinghouse . 

. Burrows jokes. 
Pryor got a pig for Christmas. 
M .S. wo ke all up with her sneeze. 
Garney and Burrows' jokes. 
Beck and Saran Wrap. 
Argiro's golden throat. 
Bros' puns. 
Rocher and FRAGGONARD! 
P.H.and pig bile. 
We started high school. . . 
L.R. and S.F. followed someone's .Mom to Mt. Lebanon. 
Alice had breaks? · 
The Rodcruiser took a ghost ride. 
Park trafed. 
Dr. Corn attemped to _teach. . 
The Royal Breakfast Munchout was m_unched. 
The door around back had no graffiti on-It. 
S.O. played army man with a bottle. 
Mully played fo~tball. 

. We all skied straight. 
Mailboxes weren't attacked. 
We sant in Austria. -
We tried to get rid of the pennies In Florida. 
George V. wore Jeans. · 
Our buddy J. Blanchard. 
TreetTreetTree. 
Sitting and watching the . _scenery In MB. 
The stairwell ·and E.C. being carried up them. 
All the good times at the beach, 
When the Senior boys asked the senior girls out. 
H.B. found the magazine and wanted to be alone. 
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We sat in the phone booths at Pitt. 
We delivered Pizza to the wrong house 
Tomps punched Mindy in the eye. 
The cafeteria flooded. 
We put snakes in the lockers .. 
The food fights in the cafeteria. 
We were at J .V. football practice .and we were kicked off the field 
because no one was in any condition for practice. 
A roll of paper tow.els stopped a room from spinning. 
We went to see those Interesting movies. 
We had more class than frees. 
The 2 mod befor class english papers. . 
C.K. stole napkins from the other table at Za Hut just as the people 
were sitting down. 
Bub gave J.O. a concussion. 
En-Jen's favorite color wasn't orange. 
F.S. hit a parked Pacer while following MD. 
K.M . hit the green a 100 yds without hitting the ball. Li---- James cleaned her room. 
I was allowed out of the house. 
Woody shut up for 2 min. 
We couldn't wait to get out of school. 
R.K. sat on his suitcase. 
W.S.S. cast party and breakfast. 
Don't forget the 6 guys in the penthouse this June at the beach. 
Cindy went Jewish. 
Bros went selfish. 
B.C. changed. 
The lights went out at our first football game. 
The shoe that was stuck in the mud after halftime. 
We ate all that chicken in Niagara Falls. 
USCHS was civilized. 
Erman was our best friend. 
We talked to the stoplight. 
We fell on the cinder track. 
We cheered straight. 
You cried to my mother. 
Eric missed a critical tackle because he was watching a girl in the 
stands. 
The excitement in the one and only Panther Zoo that Tom unleashed 
on al I Panther prey! ! ! 
Sue R. had some class. 
J.R. said yes to K.P. 
Kevin got burned by Jim S. (Pillsbury Dough Boy) by getting confetti 
stuck in his hair. 
Tom T went out the sunroof. 
Nancy made a touchdown. 
Lou Anne wasn't spacey? 
Jenny didn't like Mel? 
Orange Crush wa a soda pop. 
Nancy became Watergate Williams. 
Jenny took her own pictures. 
Cutting class and hiding from your teacher. 
We got stuck in Mayview field. 
The girl that never stopped smiling walked into walls. 
Brian D. and Steve Mac were part of the crew. 
F.W. was a part-time cop. 
Homecoming and the fastest water boy. 
C.M. and 8.R. waited after Induction. 
Mary waved to her Mom. 
We drove on the right side of the road. · 
N.L. drove at night without headlights. 
P.G., S.N., N.E. and R.R. buried 100 pennies in the carpet in Florida. 
Mr. Garney looked like Mr. Bennett. 
The toilet paper at Foul Play. 
Getting caught in the car at Viking. 
When reverse psychology didn't work. 
We went to the barn. 
We ushered at the musical and people took us to their seats. 
R. S. Spanish book. 
Mom took a vacation and so did we. 
R.R. fell in the creek and went to Kings to eat breakfast totally 
drenched. 
We were #1 in football. 
Cold hot dogs were popular.Buses worked right. 
Trading cards, pictures of David Cassidy, Shaun, etc. 
K.S. went shopping in her fuzzy yellow pajamas. 
Finding a table in the cafeteria was a big decision. 

! 

Lisa smiled. 
J.R. didn't love S.G. 
We went to Travato~ to wait for a ride after the game. 
Homecoming night at Audreys. 
Joe M. went to school. 
The Color Guard did such a fantastic job on their routines for 
homecoming. 
B.B and J.B. lived together for 9 whole weeks. 
Parents didn't move. 
Crawf ate a raw egg. 
Trying to find a seat on the ski bus that was void of gook. 
Skinny dtpping at Mick's. 
Fourth of July at O'Conner's farm. 
Green M&Ms were just green M&Ms. 
We had a ketchup fight at .St. Clair C.C. 
Everyone got thrown in the. pool at S.G. 's. 
We went tram hopping at 2 A.M. 
We played Whales Tales. 
C.Z. went to see Off. Frick. 
Kim cried to Fred. 
We spent our lunch money on lunch. 
We used the Farmer's side door. 
The ceiling ralphed at K·R·'s. 
The Friday night skiers really went skiing. 
The juniors weren 't there. 
The trip back was the easy part. 
Learning was the whole idea. 
Sherry turned $8 in May. 
Nancy cried in the closet. 
Bozzo wanted to be a brick layer. 
Guys were consistent. 
Seniors were intimidating. 
Going to King's was a trip to the rocker. 
Going to the Prom with Morgan. 
K·M· didn't have a crush on D·F· 
We went to church on a Friday night. 
Mr. Beck returned compositions on time. 
5.0. wasn't called the new kid . 
·C·G· was in a band concert. 
We blew off Mr. D's class. 
A Speed Queen was a washing machine. 
The Bronco Bunch went to Edinboro, Westminster and Seven 
Springs. 
Cheryl stuck to a diet. 
Kim's Red Bomber blew up with us in it. 
I had a legit tardy excuse for George. 
We didn't give out free food at Wendys. 
We ripped off a test from Erm. 
The green Ford van tooka.'3 wild people to Stop-n-Go at once. 
M·D· was the star of the Thanksgiving Concert. 
S·H•didn't have a boyfriend. 
We met sailors in Florida. 
The soccer team traveled to the championship playoffs. 
Beth Ann drove over the hill. 
The senior girls that were going to Homecoming left the game. 
The St. Clair guys tried to fight the Bethel guys. 
Riding past the jock's houses. 
We got stuck at the Baldwin game and what we did afterwards. 
J · H. wanted 63 kids. 
We spent the whole summer in my front yard. 
We caught 36 fish. The &fake out" at Seneca. 
We met all the guys blonde and dark haired beauties at the Park. 
Remember when we laid out in the sun. 
Bulldoggie and Russ with their dark tan . 
The ride in Kim's vet. 
Driving thru the fog. 
Back row In large group. 
New Year's Eve parties. 
We almost got killed by the snow plow on Rt. 19. 
MJB and JD went to South Park. 
SM., GG., and J.D. were triplets. 
B·S.'s 9th grade party. 
Styx and Clapton and weeks alone. 
T·M. spilled her water, . 
W·P and M.D. wheeled into a basement. 
J.H. went to class. 
K.S. ran away from MD's house In the rain. 
SM's blazer got stuck in th~ snow. 
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Sadie Hawkins 
Cafeteria food was edible 
Wickie was coach. 
Eastern Airlines got a new magazine. 
M.K. and C.J. tried to ride the same chair up North Face and C.J . 
almost didn't. 
Mr. B's office was clean. 
Neal was modest. 
Neal wasn't in love with M .K. 
A few of us couldn't get on the ski bus so we drove up, b_ut the drive 
shaft broke because of a pot hole, then R.S. and J.M . thumbed back 
to get R.S. 's car? · 
We told dead cat jokes throughout the 9-10 English class. 
Being freshmen . 
S.O. was called Tex and now its 0.0. 
Remember the times at Jone's porch. 
P.G.went to ·a StPfk 8 :ct1e party. 
Remember the times at Jone's porch. 
'p.g. went to a Steak & Ale party? 
T.R. loved Mrs. Kebblish. 
B. King and T. May were the same height. 
D. Buescher was mistaken for Chris J. in D.B. 's boat - Homecoming 
79. 
Sue did her duck watk. 
Linda took her shirt off in my car. 
That old man tried to pick us up in WVA. 
I lost my Steeler tickets. 
We walked from Ho Jo's. 
We did our skit at the pep assembly. 
TR yelled out the ski bus window. 
We had a mint fight at Ernie's. 
New Years In the bathroom? 
I wasn't going out with Beth Ann. 
Annie and Jim weren't together. 
Jennie wasn't grossed out. 
Karl had it all together. 
Mr. Carney was bald. 
Mr. Vuono beat me. 
Mike M. didn't talk. 
Linda Brown was Holden's friend. 
We got 17 balls stuck in the ball return at all-night bowling. 
T .S. never said " how discouraging." 
We tooted in front of Lenny's house and he was behind us. 
We al I had dates? 
Gwenn would have danced all night. 
Dawn Zill wore jeans. 
Brian scored 2 touchdowns. 
Jerry Nelson didn't walk like a stud. 
Bubby liked to rip off skirts in the front circle. 
J.K. told C.K. she was Chinese Catholic. 
K .D. C.G., J.K., S.H., LV. were on Crew with Slinkys, Schlepps, 
Beany, Cec, Raggmopp and Ayers? 
LV. and J.K. stomped Freshnup. 
L.V. was delinquent. 
S.M. grew a mustache and T.K. wiped it off. 
Vandalism was illegal? 
Keith J. head was fogged up for the football games and when C.S. 
got his pumpkin stuck. 
M.H. played bari. 
Mr. RG's "glee club" sang at x-mas time and the oom-pah 
loom-pahs. 
Mr. B.B. told ajoke. 
Our first solos. 
R.R. did "pure work." 
Almost missed WSS dance scene. 
Canada and Orlando band trips. 
J.B. and the studs. 
Not being able to put RL in my will, but in my life. 
AF being stuck with Bill. 
We were supposed to sit in assigned seats. 
Mark Schaffer vs. the fire extinguisher. 
Sherrence 8 . said she would grow up. 
Brian was Ben Gay. . 
b.m. took 11 of us to Pancake House at 5 A.M. in the Camero. 
We drove around the park. 
We went to track meets. 
D.D. and I were in the talent show. 

The fashio show at Gutty's. · 
O.B. and Woody got busted at the concert. 
Playing football In the snow. · . 
we got thrown out of everywhere _for the fiftieth time. 
We couldn't decide on what restaurant to go to. 
The first day of Chorus. . · . 
We thought we'd never be seniors . . 
C. W. watched the guy without a towel. 

. C.A.-'s dad took us through the parking lot. 
C.W. didn't get emotional. . 
0.0. had a crush on Zoey . . 
Jon hibernated at the Arena. 
Curls were back . . 
Alliance, OH bus ride with pit·s~ops. 
Lisa Brown wasn't a peeping tom. 
Holden bit Linda B. and Lisa B. bit Holden. 

. A milk was 5 cents. . 
I had to type this stupid thing up five times before I got It right. 
Mr. Vuona beat up Morgan and Joe - they sure do. 
We were afraid of the U.S.C. police. 

. Rauch' s rents were away. 
Tin Pan Alley. . 
we·a11 went down to the_ CQllege fair in the back of Shawn's van. 
We weren't always with the girls. 
Mark ate a·tree ornament. 
Sam was tall? 
K.S. and O.M. fell over P;J. in 8th grade. 
Mark liked vacuum cleaners and hated girls. 
We played gin in Calculus. · 
D.F. was a stud. - I don't. 
The Amsterdam boat tour. - I 'don't. 
Good times in high_ school - I don't. 
K.S. called me at 3 A.M. · counseling. 
S.M. and I got arrested for snowballs. 
S.M. ate too much Kings ice cream. 
K.K. ran miles through rain snow, sleep and hall to visit his 
girlfriend. 
When Joe was girl-less. . 
Pesty terminites invaded the fraternity house. 
Nat bought a purse that reflected her personality. 
B.T., A.M. and P.F. were inseparable. 
L.B., A.M., LV. were choir freaks . . 
The librarians weren't drill sargents frQm the Marine Corps. 
When the sign - U.S.C. a nice place to live was true. 
Mr. Beck took to teaching geography and said Pearl Harbor was in 
Japan. . ' 
L.L. got caught with curlers in her hair. 
S.H. forgot her half-tights. 
The Ensemble room was just plain blue and white. 
Joe Z. went sking to ski. 
·c.z. wore turtlenecks for a week. 
We left Westinghouse for an appointment. 
C.Z. C.S. and I stayed at C.D. 's house the last night of our junior 
year. 
Our pre-AFS parties. 
We went to Gannon College for the weekend. 
Went to the college fair and ended up at th.e movies. 
A fence on a famous hill tried to eat the truck. 
The road to Laserium had a detour through Manchester. 
B.C. fell down the hill and claimed it was the weeds . 

. A.M. talked for one whole mod. 
Locker #1432 fed us everyday mods 5-6. 
Kimba sang to herself. 
We used to go to class. 
J.D. went out with high school guys. 
D.F and M.D. weren't wild. 
K.S. wasn't flaky. 
Lynn blew up the chemistry lab. 
The musical went to Chicago and a new word was added to our 
vocabulary. 
A student laughed at a Carney joke. 
All the good times in . Europe. 
G.G. fell in and out of love 3 times a week. 
Laura did her German love scene. 
Herr Hartley was thin. 
Buhl Planetarium 
We listened for termites. 
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We studied. __ _ 
CG passed ·out in the haunted house. 
We came on Senior skip day. No! 
O_r. Corn's shirt _popped open. 
LZ heard the tree walrus and was zapped. 
Calculus mumbo jumbo. · · 
OF COURSE (AP?) History. 
JW. PT. JS_• KD's daily expellation from the library. 
Susan got suspended twice in two weeks. 
BV wore her "groovy"_ sunglasses thru S. Park. 
The ''wierdo'' at Eat 'n' Park .• 
A.S. almost drove me over a cliff. r.., 
TR talked for 2 days on WWII. 
LBJ told us about KO guys. 
We had eraser bag battles. 

. We dismantled the rang~. 
We had "Soaps I & 11" . 
TLB was an arch rival. 
We made Cathy ride In the _back of the truck. 
Susan wasn't In my truck with yellow tennis shoes. 
I wore my green glasses. 
Frank discoed to the bathroom. 
I tortured people who pu_lled out in front of me. 
There was Jello flying thru the halls and snow in the bathrooms. 
B.K. put back on her white shoes Instead of street shoes and icy 
hallways . 

. Days In Bessie the car, hot dates with garbage cans and obscene 
calls. 
Janet tried to cross streets and catch buses. 
J.K. had orange underwear. 
Janet was In love with George. 
Mr. Beck wasn't perfect. 
School was interesting. 
We outsmarted teachers. 
We didn't sleep in the tent. 
We went to South Park and played in the creek.$ 
We went to see "Heaven Can Wait" a second time. 
We played on the swings and sang songs. 
We smashed into the chain. 
When we ·didn't have a good time when we went out. 
S.B. memories of '77 and now of '79. 
Our lunches with flying food in the cafeteria. 
L.F., L.B., P.W. saw "Young Models." 
L.F., P.W. missed the bus in Florida. 

. J.B., D.B., P.W. went Skinny dipping. 
L.B., P.W. missed the Star City sign. 
P.W. and L.B . read special books. 
AB liked Physics. - . 
D.L. went on Tom's diet. 
Escapades in the pool. 
Crippled at Hornes. 
Summer nights. 
Mel and the Oranges performed. 
J.G. wasn't wearing lip smacker. 
Disney World. 
L.A.B. thought Oatmeal was popular 
Oranges were a citrus fruit. 
Everything was a city. 
Let's get psyched. 
Wendys. 
The USCHSWSHIRT did its thing? 
The DAG hit Europe. 
We didn't rally. 
Anyone ate in the cafeteria. 
We cruised;Sygan Hill and Rt. 978. 
We sang 3 little fishes. 
The nebby neighbor. 
Me, Jack and Bob got rowdy at the hockey game. 
Margy W., got rolled down the hall in a garbage can. 
All the soap operas at my house. 
When Valli climbed a tree. 
Jane's new hairdo. 
Herman ran for president. 
Morgoon liked Tina. 
TR came from Portugal. 
MK payed for a lunch. 
r.B. drove into a front lawn. 

We were in D.I. house and the garage door opened _by itself. 
We called the army and navy to fix C.S. 's car to find it was only 
stalled. ·· ··, 
Woman's wrestling matches were popular in the cafeteria. 
You were startled to see masses of running girls headed toward 
Choir. 
Old Yeller wowed the Baby Brutuses? 
Tennis practice was held sitting down. 
Edinboro. 
Food in the bathrub. 
B.P. and A.A. went fishing and skiing all in one night. 
Remember personal remember whens in South Park. 
C.A. and I went driving and got stuck in the middle of Rt. 19. 
AC hit the Christmas tree that was in the middle of the road · on the 
way home. 
Sailors i Florida. 
JL broght his Mom to the dance. 
Chem talks with Mr. Z. 
Hershey. 
Seniors were old. 
AK got an unexpected date for the Sadie. 
The fire alarm bell rang , in . the cafeteria and nobody moved? 
S.B. had all the trips to the dentist's office. 
Jagging "Scooby" on the C.B. 
C.T. started running in Village parking lot and scaring S.B. to death. 
LB gave a health talk. · 
We went to Pizza Pub. 
There were cobras in the RR 
Mrf. H. wasn't boring. 
We had a Chinese fire drill for the mailman. 
CW had a rendezvous in the pool. 
It wasn't CA's turn in Spanish. 
We went to Bluehole, Sulphur Lake, Cheat Lake instead of school. 
Nobody "knew" Carnsie. 
Brian D. was a buddy of ours. 
We weren't at Wendy's on a Sat. night. 
BG turned Jewish. 
We didn't have a Pepsi 15-16. 
Lunch at Cafe Cappuccino .. 
Lisa's dog attacked Marti. . 
Beth spilled all the sugar at King's and asked for more! 
SA threw BG's shoe out the car window. 
S.B. was always analizing. 
J.B. always had to be_21. 
K.S. caught fire at the Grove. 
L.B. needed telephone books ·In the front seat of the car to drive. · 
Berney and Jeff were such problems. 
Les I ie had a crush on Rocky. 
We. tried traying at the club after work. 

-We fell asleep In Cale. class. . 
L.B. and. P.W. hit their heads on the dash of my truck. 
We thought we'd get dates in high school. 
We wept. 
I gave S.R. _wrong directions. 
Our first concert!! 
We tried to ride a pregnant cow. 
The microwave came in handy for leaves. 
J.e. sat down and SMASH. 
My frosh sister Lisa didn'.t wear my clothes. 
We had accounting parties. 
J .B.'s toes locked. 
S.F. dreamed up Foxtrot Oscar - Let's try to forget it. 
P.H.H. matched. 
P.W. wasn't fickle - I sure don't. 
We were cowboys. 
Ogs went on a date? 
We didn't skip class for weeks at a time. 
When my VW was the ultimate four-wheele. 
There were trains going through the library. 
That perfect shot in the corner of the net - won the game, for N.A . 
We made people cry. (SK & JH) · ... · 
N.H. was on time. 
We lunched at OJ's. · 
We had all nighters behind Eisenhower. 
Mr. Magahee was tall. 
The Eric Clapton Concert. 
Super Bowl party. 
Ski busses were straight. 
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8.M. had anything but a freshman for a date. 
We had to fill out "Remember Whens." 
B.T. told the truth at D.K.'s party. 
We didn't laugh in FFF's class. 
Skipping school was a no no. 
Wood could drive. 
We went colloiding down the halls. 
We couldn't find the party at Obalbe Park. 
Highest scores at Teds. 
Carnegie was in Monroeville. 
Willie was waltzed. 
P.P. was attacked in Florida. 
"He is such a Bean" 
Mel and the O's were ripe. 
En-Jen was an airplane. 
Igloo snowballs were orange and round. 
Kenny & Mike. 
LB not talking tome a BB. 
Carlos New Year eve sled riding. 
Red roses for the 17th BO. 
Bus rides in Europe. 
Throwing ice cubes. 
JB sick in Madrid. 
We were stranded at the drive-in. 
My inspection sticker was dirty. 
The stupid parties when we were freshmen. 
Arnold made the basketball team . 
. Headley had no inhibitions. 
Dunaway didn't brown nose. 
We had to carry a shovel everytime Murph spoke. 
Got on the wrong trolley. 
When Shelby was straight. 

l 

When me and Lisa went to a party we were invited to. 
Denison Frat. 
When me and Sheryl started to the spring dance and ended up in 
Puerto Rico. 
When Terry didn't try to help. · 
K.B. clogged up Chris' sink. 
We wrote love letters to Turk. 
K.B . and M.G. got lost in Myrtle Beach. 
We went to Vince. 
K.B. slept on the floor. 
L.C. slept on the waterbed. 
J.H. wanted to hit those beaches. 
We saw Rocky in the Galaxy. 
Arnold was told to watch the traffic at S.G.'s party. 
I damn near didn't come back again. 
I gave up dreamin' and became a priest ... 
We studied. 
We were chemist of the week. 
J.R. drove into the mailbox. 
"gimpy" skating at South Park. 
J.R. "shoplifted" staples. 
M.E.T.'s car wouldn't shift in S.G.'s driveway. 
We worked in McConnel's class. 
We all were friends? 
SO didn't cheat on his babes. 
Hulk put his fist through the wall. 
Jody won the Dolly Parton look alike contest. 
The summer of 78 was the greatest summer for the crew. 
Hoeke drove fast. 
When Paul tried to kill himself skying. 
Richie played hockey. 
We went to th~ Springs and tore the beds apart. 
We pushed A.K.'s truck from the tennis courts to the school. 
A.K. got her suburban stuck on the parking lot hill. 
We collected nickles from trays and bought doughnuts. 
P. flicks in the cafe. before H.R. 
Link went out with the guys. 
Theo didn't B.S. 
L.W, wrapped tp around her feet at BR's house. 
Band camp. · · 
We got locked out at B Chef. . 
C.S. brownie party - PH garden, desks, Rt. 19, cartwheels, R. Bday, 
cookie and oscar, taffy, blueberries, sailing, sledding, bowling, 
fishing, Physics, waterfall, after games, iced dr. way, SA. sakting 
driving. 

\ 

\ 

We did cartwheels down Rt. 19 at 4 A.M. 
The 5 min. Physics project. 
I didn't cook wierd things. 
The movie theatre was all to ourselves. 
Ms. Rocher spoke Spanish and loved it! 
I left Mary Ellen at the donut shop. 
CS needed a whistle. 
Suzi came back to life. 
Sandy put pebbles in my H.C. 
A.G. stop signs. 
T.C. was sing1e. 
We showed the zoo our backsides. 
England, shrimp, pubs and "buddies." 
The "get away" from Lebo to TM's. 
Golf balls at St. Clair. 
TV at Cordis'. 
Geek racing. 
DL home movies. 
We got carded at the ice skating rink. 
A night spent reading Teen Beat. 
Denise had acess to Bower Hi 11 Road. 
Denise and Bubby bo·ught 100 grease cards. 



Last Will and Testaments 
I, SHERRY ABRIOLA will DC .barf bag/earings that keep air in/SF 
own Macs/doctor to help with shower problem/PF guy who doesn't 
look like Elvis/KB diet to gain weight/good luck with JP/BG nice 
jewish husband/case of caraibian cola. 
I, ALI ALAVI will Lisa N. a new body/Jane S . . a new tongue/Anne S. 
new shoes/Valli J a car without bucket seats/ Margy W. one 
permanent laugh/Sue 0. a good mood/Tom E. a rugged truck/Jack G 
ruggedness/Craig M. a private parking space/Bill D. a club/Pat C. a 
stack of notes. 
I, JIM ALBERT will MM invitation to Daytona 500/mi full size 
tina/OB, JW, MF a.file/ MS new dryer /FF date with LM /TR map to 
my house/JR picture of MG/GS child support /TM all the girls he 
liked but never went out with. 
I, CAROLYN ALLEN will D.A. old yeller, R. B. all her crushes/O.L a 
date with Johnny and a better rep/B.B. a clean up crew/ MET a 
port-o-let and a clean slate / A.C. - J.W. and all the others/ J.B. a 
new pair of shoes/K.S. a clean mind/ N.Q.B. an MG membership/ 
All my friends, happiness forever. 
I, BILL ANDERSON will D.J. a coupon for a free soda at lsaly's/ J.K. 
a no curfew law/ M.H. a lighter foot on the gas pedal/ 0.1. his own 
computer and a shorter brother/ M.K. a new Firebird. 
I, STEPHANIE ANKROM will J.T. to be alone in Bros's Seminar/ P. 
H. & P.H. the convenient escape from chicken lips/ L & L the saying 
"no go Joe"/ Cale. L. G. invitation to lynching of Capt. Calculus/ V. 
Rifle to be authors of a kinky magazine / John K . a ride home and 
french fries. 
I, TED "Theo, Otis" ARTHER will S.O. a lifetime supply of 
Exports/ B.S. bottles forever; J.K. a comeback line for razzes; Nowe 
Bros. J. H. B. 0. T. R. Myrtle Beach memories, T. R. my body and 
bread.And, all my bodies love, happ•iness and keep in touch with 
Theo forever. 
I, DEBORAH L. ASHBURN will A. B. my collection of Chuck 
jokes/Tushie, a jail movie/Farby; Pavy /J.D.; A.D.T. T. P.; doctor 
memories/ Mouse; Shane; Cale. loves/ C.D.; Lynn Swann; Stevie; 1 
pig/ Underdog; Old Yeller; corny itch/ C.W. baby pictures and 1 
Beach Boy/ Ed; 1 out of class essay I Midge; a wrestle. 
I, LISA ATHOL will D.H. Dave Kelly and a subscription to Erba 
weekly/A.P. a weekend at the Jennerstown Hotel with C.W./O.L 
flying lessons with your favorite instructor I J.M., your first date. 
I, ALISON AVAMPATO will J.B., my old braces, T.B. a dish of 
longstranded spaghett, T. Brown, a Super Bowl cake and a coke, 
T.F. an all boys party, C.D. - success. D.K. a toilet bowl, J.K. a 79 
cadillac. 

I, REBECCA BAILEY will LN . all my chemistry labs/C.A., a bottle 
of aspirin and etc./ S.S. a set of bunny ears/M.E.T., a portable 
portalet/J.J. all the gossip she wants to spread/Angie a new pair of 
ballet shoes/ T,.S. All He Wants. 
I, CINDY BANKS will EN-DL Road, SO, Whistles, Unbruisible 
buns/S.D. an ear to talk to, BE, Ford Truck/M.M. personal psycholo
gist/NW-black shoes, an airhead for college/JR-No potholes, Mr. 
B./AK- lab partner/Stacy D., someone to listen to Chem theories/ 
Underclassmen - my best wishes. 
I, JOE BARRETT will MO-a soft runway/LA-LDD's drafting 
skills/MK-the wargames club/JB a Red Dragon's horde/GV-another 
Disk/TV-a plug puller for TRS-80's/SA-luck at PU/JvS-a car that 
runs/NW-more sanity/Mrs. S. another to carry her stage/KL-some 
DIGITAL/YB RB/CtBB thanks.$ 
I, SUSAN BATTAGLIA will C.T. a car that will run, a day without 
running to the store for someone, all the iced teas in Stop-n-Go/ B. V. 
a pencil w/ IBM on it/ K.M. all my love and the ability to put up with 
me/Mrs. Zora another great office practice class like 9-10 class of '79. 
I, LISA BECKER will C.G. a pass to the ISDA club/ CF, tts for a 
year/DK, my gs greenies/LH, a lifes supp1y of barf bags/SM a 
healthful and hasslefree year/MM ski lessons, JD bus pass to 
anywhere, an extra 18 hrs. and my lasting friendship. 
I, AUDREY BEDNAR will CA my excuse for going to Miller's and a 
date with her favorite customer/CW ice skating lessons with 
"Sweetie, you're mine" /DA my recipes and financial security/MG 
my A's in Spanish/ AF Mark and Peter/nk a darkroom, Mr. B. my 
parking talent. 
I, MARCIA BEHLEY will Kay, a wild weekend at VPI, my alarm 
clock/ EM- a dime for all times /my cal. pals-food for LG/ Eric R - his 
own supergym/all Kay's pals, a ride/Shelby- a disco night a 
1PA/Beth, a trip to VPI, someone who'll always listen. 
I, AUDREY BENSON will B.$ a life supply of WESI counseling and 
D.Z.'s body/R.B. a new mailbox/S.O.(S.T.) the ability to be 
temperate and MF. LC, LA, LM, AB & WHS/T.A. a girl he can 
stand for more than a week/Whop, his ever present grin/AF, a trip to 
Beh.without being sick. 
I, CHERYL BENSONwill BG-Mt. Sinai & a Bageland in her yard/BC
a personalized set of weights and manager of the Jewish Dating 
Bureau/Otter to Kim/LN- a "two track mind" /LC&KB a boy for 
every day/Jill a night with George/Debbie, Beth and I, a nice Jewish 
boy/ My best to everyone who have made these! 
I, LESUE BERQUIST will LS.summer romance with a hunk/S.R. 
loaf of rye bread, new red outfit/O.B. less work and more play/J.N. 
future of farming with M.S./J.B. no illnesses for a year/P.W. cruise 
on the Love Boat/LB. course in integration with S.G./S.S. a ,date 
with J.N. 
I, DEBBIE BILLINGSLEY will S.S. "Amy", horns, a new French diet 
and a great time next year/J.B. a cute guy, a "perfect" diet, a 
preppy school and more dreams/LB. a great homeroom, a room that 
listens and a lasting love!/C.B. "Bright Stars" and a marriage at 
Heinz Chapel/J.N . a farm and Mike Forever. 
I, KATHY BULEY will PF, a boyfriend; BG House in FC/SA-water
melon lipsmacker/DC & SF- a supply of Macs/DK-a vacation/AS 

-6inches to grow & JC/JP everything else. 
I, JANET BOGUSH will Sue B. a Neil Young concert, my ability not 
to get caught by my mother, more times in Ellwood. Johnna S., a 
millionaire, a free flat tire change. Peggy B. skiing "single", 
Mineos. Alison A., Paris, T. B.s- the title of "Super Partiers." 

I, DONNA BOVE will LB BIGRED & responsibility/Schnortz snorting 
lessons/LCB Babbyschnoxdoll & Fort Cherry/PW Gorden Lightfoot/ 
Spanish Princess Ballet shoes & tutu/Bozzo Boanna Delight/JN MS 
& a tractor/BF the Club, a date to the VIP/MKP MRSimmons/Bovee 
Wally Work Shop Kit, Steel Toed boots, Tom - T Hall/Teevie Anew 
Job, My license & a plate to sit on/JZ Thanksgiving 1982. 
I, JOANNA BOZZO will P.W., Fred the lifeguard a green pole/S.S. a 
pair of horns to get Mr. U/LB a free pass to a car wash, new chair/LS 
a rock on which to rest a Roth/LB, buns on the hut/SR jobat Sand 
Ale/CB a wok/ES, red L mugs/MG Duck duck goose/SB, an 
Amoeba/my brother, Love girls and a few C's/Ep and LN xray vision 
against Capt. Bob. 
I, KRIS BRECHBILL will KRD/ a trip to Hawaii, 6 foot, 2 blue eyed 
babe LC./ a planned family and house, complete with dog! The 
biggest Diamond in the world! Body Beautiful (D Magic( my legs and 
a nice looking body. 
I, SUE BRENNAN will the old smoking lounge a new cool crowd, J.B. 
happiness forever. T.LA.W.K.S.P.J. Crazy all nighters; B.P. P.S. 
M.B. M.H. Yellow water bakes. LT. a life-time supply of cars. T .. B. 
1 /4 k. L.C. D.L love forever. 
I, BONNIE BRINSKY will MET a new peeper! a lasting 
friendship/CA Chuck's smile/ AC JW's bod/o'B get out of jail free 
card/DH my bkkp intelligence/LF big "V" club/DB all the "O.K.'s" 
til I get home/LO my spot on the 30 yd. line/PC long awaited 
dinner/LB my boy problems. 
I, LYNDA BROWN will Patty her own twin bed/Lisa a blind date at 
WVU/ Marti, any Bethany lifeguard/Josie my car door/Steff a rainy 
weekend at Peak n' Peak/Lori, a new Chineese friend/B.B. my 
dishpan hands/Sue her own terminal/P.K. & T.C. a great swimming 
season/all my buddies best of luck always. 
I, CHERYL JO BRUNO will My "little" brother The Best of 
Everything and the ambition to achieve it/KRS "me" /ES - an all you 
can Eat Diet/JB - faith and don't forget Academy Awards 
Night/THH - My Mom/SF-Peace and Love Always/ All my Friends 
Happiness and a "man/DB Tom/SB-Love and UNC/New Year's S. 
C. Pres - Success and No-Doz! 
I, CHUCK BRUNO will B.A. Hercules rust proof shop R.M. a car that 
runs. LG. & A.T. my sex life, D.L a chest warmer, T.W. bird feed. 
M.D., a date with him. D.D. a teddy bear to sleep with on cold 
nights. A.O. a map to Cleveland, Ohio. 
I, LOU ANN BRUNWASSER will S.J.J.LLD. great senior year/LR 
bat cage instead of headd/CF my shorthand .ability/ID . library and 
baby dolls/JR & SP pink m.b. /JG orange grove/ MK socks every 
occasion/JM a beware/PP boulder and rocks/AC, CA, DL, AK, CJ 
friend like me for 4 more years/NW 1 course in interior design. 
I, DEAN BUESCHER will Ogs driving lessons and a shovel/CS a 
heater/JS & TS $326.00/Jewy a new front end for his car/Eral an 
inspection sticker/ Dichy that 4 x 4 van /TR new cap for the 
trucK/Nowe Bros. a new auto/T.S. T.M. LO. a key to the locker 
rooms, JH side pipes and tires. 
I, MARY BURKE will Moray $25 A.W. a flaming bullet, N.H. some 
hefty UPJs K.S. a kind word. Muck & Miss - the Pitt field house and 
a case of weekends. D.M. & K.R. the back seat on the bus and a 
carton of orange drink. Camb - Ali's green M & Ms. 
I, MARY J. BURKHARD will JS - turtleneck, All My Love 
forever/KS, CW - original tear, Vac, for 2 in VA & CA, Wubbs, a 
whistle N fish In Heaven/PS an MD night/BS, M Ratripback/LC a 
PEPEkiss, window talk/CC,DS, once/JD doublepark/CB a Doc to 
help. 
I, SHERRY BURNETTE will BB SF; hammerheads. sisterly 
love/QSG: keys, women/JS: peace ES:12 rosesmas/LL:sunsets/ MR: 
all you want/Bozz:amoebas/MRB:unselfishness NL, KS, CW, JD, 
MJ, BS, MR. .. happiness, love, my prayers/BP:bushes/NP:Bruce, 
smiles, Soccer 78-79:passes & goals/Bible Study:Agape/LF:sunshine 
and to all God Bless. 

SUE BYRD 
I, Sue Byrd will Mary all my good times and an exciting senior year. 
Kaye-short and ugly and hopefully a lifetime of happiness. J.T., 
Lisa, Jason and Jeff, good luck always. 



Senior's Choice 
FUTURE PLANS 

Jim Albert, Clarion State College 
Deborah Ashburn, Texas A & M University 
Alison Avampato, Westminster College, Art Major 
Cindy Banks, Penn State 
Joe Barrett, Carnegie Mellon University 
Audrey Bednar, St. Francis College, Business Administration 
Marcia Behley, Virginia Tech 
Cheryl Benson, University of Pittsburgh 
Janet Bogush, Penn State 
Donna Bove, Penn State University, Market Merchandising 
Joanna Bozzo, Denison University 
Sue Brennan, Texas A c:5o.. M 
Cheryl Bruno, Penn State, Radio-TV Broadcasting, Journalism 
Lou Ann Brunwasser, Penn State 
Mary Jo Burkhard, University of Delaware, Nursing 
Sherry Burnette, Pen State, Communications 
Sue Byrd, Indiana University of PA, Art -
Sue Cambridge, Going into Business 
Bob Carter, Michigan State University 
Lisa Chiesa, Lehigh University, Biology 
debbie Cooper, Bay Path Junion College 
Sarah Cummings, Indiana University of PA 
Dam Davis, Indiana University of PA 
lrna deleon, Indiana University of PA 
Kathy Devaney, Marietta College or College of Wooster 
Lisa Dobbins, Community College 
Mark Dobbins, Purdue University, Engineering 
Denise Drake, Indiana University of PA 
Craig Dunaway, University of Michigan 
Cheryl Dunn, Miami University 
Gail Falkenstein, Ohio University, Physical Therapy 
Lori Ferrero, Clarion State College, Elementary Ed. 
Sarah Fiehrer, Penn State 
Carol Finley, Clarion State College 
Susan Florig, Wilma Boyd Career School, Stewardess 
Leah Fraser, Penn State, Biological Sciences 
Lydia Fraser, Notre Dame, or Penn State, Chemical Engineering 
Sherwood Freeman, Thiel College 
Peter Friday, U. of M., U. VA or Bucknell 
Eric Gardner, University of Pittsburgh 
carolyn Gatty, Penn State 
Jennie Gibson, Music Education Major 
Pam Gilmore, Teaching mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed 
Melanie Gove, Rochester Institute of Technology 
Ronald Gridley, Virginia Tech 
Alison Gumbert, Penn State, Veterinary Medicine 
Roeland Hoeke, General Motors Institute in Michiganlisa Holden, 
Lisa Holden, Lake Erie College · 
Polly Johnson, Case Western Reserve University 
Cindy Jones, Indiana University of PA 
Barbara Kash, Denison University 
Mary Kelm, Michigan State University 
Mike Kender, Virginia Tech 
Janet Kohler, Grove City College, Psychology 
Dannielle Koval, Penn State, Engineering 
Mark Kukla, Rochester Institute of Technology 
John Lawrence, Purdue University 
June Lowe, Grove City College 
Diane Lunz, Wheeling College, Nursing 
Bob McClain, Miami of Ohio 
Minday Mclellan, West Virginia Weslyan College 
Lisa McSteen, Penn State 
Pam Miller, Gannon College, Physician's Assistant 
Lynn Morava, Michigan State, Business 

- Lynn Nalwasky, Syracuse University 
Natalie Norton, University of Georgia 
Dave O'Brien, Penn State, Petroleum Engineering 
Steve O'Reilly, Penn State 
Chong Park, Washington & Jefferson, pre-med. 
Ray Patton, Otterbein College 
Keith Pernicano, Penn State 
Jenny Rall, Retailing to become fashion buyer. 
Todd Rauch, University of Tampa 
Jamie Runco, Clarion State College 
Laurie Russell, Purdue University 
Jane Scherrbaum, Miami University 
Michelle Schneider, University of Notre Dame 
Lisa Schwarz, Cornell University 
Cindy Sentle, Ohio Wesleyan, Education and Psychology 
Sharron Sherrill, Bowling Green 
Ellen Shimer, Wittenburg University, Special Education . 
Anna Showalter, Ohio University, Accounting and Business 
Johnna Smallhoover, University of Louisville, Business 
Linda Smelko, Penn State 
Jane Stadterman, Edinboro, Criminology 
Kaye Stith, Western Kentucky University, Home Ee. 
Charlotte Sutton, Georgetown University 
Tom Thompson, Penn State University, Agriculture 
Paul Tomiczek, Lehigh, Engineering 
Jenny Walcher, University of Colorado, nursing 
Nancy Wanko, Penn State 
Cathy White, Florida Southern College, Elementary Ed 
Stu Williams, Penn State, Engineering 
Dave Wilson, Utah State, Forestry 
Margy Winter, Florida Atlantic University 
Jim Wirth, University of North Carolina, Geology 
John Wood, University of Miami 
Michael Woomer, University of Dayton 
Lori Zehel, Washington and Jefferson College 
Mark Zemanick, Engineering 

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEEf 
Cheryl Bruno 

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEEf · 
Todd Rauch 

MOST ATHLETIC GIRL 
Mary Burke 

MOST ATHLETIC BOY 
Craig Dunaway 

BEST BODY GIRL 
Beth King 

BEST BODY BOY 
R. B. Frost 

BEST DRESSED GIRLS 
Emily Caridis 
Mary Jo Burkhard 

This year, the high school 
faculty was asked to nominate 
seniors who they felt exhibited 
several admirable traits. Since 
the faculty teaches a range of 
subjects, each teacher often 
recognized different students as 
"most scholarly." Also, 
teachers have different definit
ions of consideration, dependa
bility, etc. In any event, it 
seems appropriate to recognize 
those seniors who positively 
interact with teachers and other 
students. 

MOST CONS/DE RA TE 
Tom Grealish 
Kevin Douglass 
David Jonell 
Craig Dunaway 
Keith Landgraf 
Tom Thompson 
Jerry Nelson 
Mark Karageorge 
Terry McGuire 
Dave Fittro 
Patty Henderson 
Tracie Morrissey 
Ellen Shimer 
Jody Nelms 
Sue Matteson 
Peggy Murphy 
Dannie! Koval 
Stephanie Ankrom 
Cathy White 
Sherry Burnette 
Audrey Pappas 

MOST DEPENDABLE 
Tom Grealish 
Todd Rauch 
George Lang 
Keith Landgraf 
Kevin Douglass 
Chris Chung 
Terry McGuire 
Wayne Potter 
Jeff Cleland 
Mike Flanigan 
Stu Williams 
Patty Henderson 
Cheryl Bruno 
Kay Stith 
Josie Harmon 
Sandy Mielke 
Linda Brown 
Cathy White 
Donna Bove 
Teresa Wilmot 
Carolyn Gatty 
Charlotte Sutton 

BEST SENSE OF HUMOR 
Tom Grealish 
Ted Arthur 
Ron DeBonis 
Paul Tomiczek 
Tom Thompson 
John 
John Hill 
Tim Sommer 
Rocky Sgro 

BEST FLIRT 
Lynn Kness 

CASSA NOVAS 
Kevin Joseph 
Ted Arther 

BEST DR"ESSED BOY 
Todd Rauch 

TYPICAL COUPLE 
Beth Ann Mccombs 
and Kurt Keller 

BEST SENSE OF HUMOR 
Karen Shuman 
Susie Shane 

Tom Grealish 

Jerry Gob 
Brian Ringeling 
Mike Mullen 
Karen Schuman 
Pam Pearl man 
Krista Shepherd 
Sue Matteson 
Polly Johnson 
Lisa Holden 
Karen Sasser 
Sherry Burnette 
Lisa Schwarz 
Jane Marks 
Sharron Sherrill 

MOST SCHOLARLY 
Eric Reichenbach 
Keith Pernicano 
Stu Finder 
Roeland Hoeke 
Brad McCurrie 
Brian McCurie 
Jeff Rex 
David Ingalls 
Stephanie Zanardi 
Cheryl Bruno 
Carolyn Gates 
Linda Johnson 
Judi Truskey 
Debbie Ashburn 
Leah Fraser 
Lydia Fraser 
Audrey Bednar 

MOST GENTLEMANLY 
Dave Fittro 
Randy Repcheck 
Jim Kennedy 
Eric Reichenbach 
Chong Park 
John Fornear 
Mark Dobbins 
Jerry Nelson 
Barclay Mccaul 
Tom Thompson 
Craig Dunaway 

MOST LADY-LIKE 
Lisa Hagy 
Patty Walker 
Leslie Berquist 
Joanna Bozzo 
Carolyn Gatty 
Lori Sabo 
Kris Sandberg 
Sandy Mielke 
Virginia Sullivan 
Jean DiMartino 
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Senior Wills 

I, ANNE CALLAHAN will K.M. a chance to get even with 
Priscilla/C.A. the ability to get mad/C.G. an apt. in Shaler Twp/S.O. 
a wicked good time/B.B. the patience to wait for D.O./LA.B. 100 
percent on her SAT's/T.C. a driveway a mile long and a great senior 
year. 
I, SUE CAMBRIDGE will N.W. The Acct, hops we never got. P.S. 1 
yr supply of splatpruf spikes, D.V. job a married man/J.C. 
anything/B.P. my car 1 hr ea w/top 10/T.C. anything you want/M .. B. 
Ali's lunch mods 1 /2 Ton P j a yellow javelin a Ticket in the G.P. 
almost! 
I, EMILY CARIDIS will B.K. lunch and beverages a 1 PA and a 
disguise for the senior banquet/B .. S.M.R.J.M.G.G. some Coke and 
an X-tra dime in case they wantr to drop me a line or give me a 
buzz/K.S. a ride in MJ's back seat/K.M.L.R. Ftat tires. 
I, BOB CARTER will CB-all the burgers she can stuff in her purse 
without getting caught, and a copy of "Jewish Dating_ Made 
Easy" /Kim, a lead in a Broadway musical/Sue F-aseat in 
Harvard/My sis - a 4.0 and some common sense/Jim A-My stocks in 
Bubble Yum/My brains to the college of my choice/DB an 'A' in Cal. 
I, JOHN CASTRIOTA will Steve MacDonald/Brian Davison/Vicki 
Bauer and Pam Blanc a new home in Pittsburgh, PA to Party in 
forever. Also Mark Simms ... 
I, Ralph Cepec will Donna Stoll , a free trip back to Texas with all 
friends ... ! will Carter probation off her two months of being 
grounded ... Sr. Diamataris a whole wardrobe of suits. 
I, LISA CHIESA will P. J. my intellectual ability in English and a 
gallon of gas; K.S. my George Benson tapes; Flopsy my fur coat and 
Lincoln Continental; LT. car insurance;N.W. a male harem; and my 
sister Nicky a fling with Pete F., and my ability to get along with gym 
teachers. 
I, DEBBIE CLARK will DK* CM* so· BR a continuous _barrel. TG, 
18 kids. SH a new nickname, LW her old one. KC two more wild 
years DC, bais sers amour, I still owe you one. SH my best buddy, all 
my love forever. 
I, JEFF CLELAND will my job as manager of the soccer team to S.K.; 
to C.K. the keys to the Marquis and all my matchcovers; to D.L my 
Ford jokes. 
I, LISA CLEMENTE will C.G. and S.D. my upper half/E.D. some 
nice bahinds to look at, and Yokes to pick up/ M.C. a mouth to 
practice on and a new set of films/K.M. a new truck/1.m. an E.P.T., 
Brad a good time behind the clouds and Dave whatever he wants 
from me. 
I, ELIZABETH COFFIN will Cass a way to survive w/Weez and 
Wink/Kit, a red-hot blazer and an ignorant remark for S.P./Noi, a fat 
book/Barb, "Cig & Whis & Wild, Wild WES!" (you know, that radio 
station) and to K.T. all of my love ... 
I. SHERYL COLLAVO will R.R. some tea, and the "shack" to B.Y. 
Phil and T-Bear, to LW. group, Bob Seger concert, and good times 
at school, to T.D. my gym class and all the super times we had, to 
M.S. no tickets, to R.P. good luck always,to LM. Rick & happiness 
always. 
I, BETH COLLINS will Rockenstein-Quarters from Gob & Carman; 
Amy - Dave and 2 wet suits; Karen - Her own Fatigatti; lrna - John & 
cooler #3; Donna - one-way ticket to Texas; Cindy & Sue - a rides to 
Parkway; Debbie & Sue - Winter at Seven Springs; Al, a letter in 
track. 
I, DEBBIE COOPER will B.G. a lifetime of vacations in lsrael/S.A. as 
much r as you can handle and more/K.B. best wishes for the 
future/P.F. a guy of your choice plus a ride home everyday/A.$. & 
LC. a weekend at the park/S.F. 100 packs of gym and a night on the 
town with your guy. 
I, VIKKY COOPER will Nancy - 3 weeks w_ithout parents/and my 
friendship forever, Randy - a car guaranteed not to break down, 
Kathy - a sportscar of your choice, Leslie - happiness and luck with 
Dave always, Pam, a college education at the college of your choice, 
Kevin - me and my love forever!!! 
I, LESLIE CORMIER will D.S. me, a cook at tne Samauri, a car, a 
bowling alley/K.D. capecod, a tan, a vette, pair of ears, Calvin/KB 
albums, math homework/VG a pair of unbreakable glasses/ MG 
another job/KP sanity and an A in Psyc/MG a Physics book. 
I, DAVE CRANDALL will TM a party/JH a druptruck/Julie a 
phone/ Arnold a car/CZ another activity/Vero! ability to score 
goals/Hopy a muzzle/Znoy, speech lessons/Heather, a book of 
ediquite/Headly, a job/Dapalma state championship/MWa, turtle 
neck sweater. 

I, LAURIE CRAWFORD will Gail F. all the fish and all the 
Scotts/ Maggot an "old man" /K.M. a date wBOW /GM a closed 
mouth and a ski bum /Lilly a large cherry pastry/ Brian all the B's and 
B's he can handle/Weebles a lot of height and happiness/ D.D. Brad 
A/ Bill - hairy chest and date next June/ Jil-boys. 
I, LESLIE CRIST will Pudgy a blanket night with Tom and a day with 
Joey, a kiss from Holden/Sue a night with Tom/Debbie Billy-boy/ 
Donna Doug/ Kaye the fastest hands in the kitchen (also from 
Andrea) Ding Ding Dingler Jody Hakim, and driving lessons. 
I, SARAH CUMMINGS will LC. a boyfriend/S.O. the power to stay 
awake/S.F. a trip to W.VA Fa date with T.A. P.P. the promise to go 
out on a blind date/B.B. a life's supply of aligators/J .C.a cigarette 
burn like mine/T.G. a date with M.G. 
I, BILL DAISLEY will AA a yield sign, TE a babe, CM his own Mac 
D's, J.G. a race car, PC a beard, VJ a good place to play with Dans• 
4wd, MW co-ordination, AS an A in psych, LN a 24 hr. party, JS a 
100x10x SOW & J, RD, LBJ a rowdie time in college. 
I, JILL DALTON will K. Schu rock, pebbles, pole, flipflops, cardigan 
sweater/BS a date with Clark/Mesh straight ski pole, men's shoes, 
new laugh, rainblo/TM a map to David Weis, popcorn/SH a map to 
Shadyside/ KS set of dishes/SM table to pass out on/ KS brakes for 
car, apology/LC soap. 
I, SAM DAVIS will Bears more years, and a full set of curtains for his 
van. LC. a bear like mine and a drivers license. LM . at least 50 
more. E.D. maybe a good time Europe with J.M. J.S. a ring from 
Jeff. C.G. my good grades. B.K. a 50 lb. bag of ice. 
I, MARCY DeBLASIO will LC thanks for all your help/KS a chance 
for us to out; friendship forever; & and a great summer like 
last/DM&SH more rolling in my room/BM a night with all the 
girls/SH&JD Rainblows forever/LK more secrets and fun/ My sister 
a better year than last. . 
l,RON DeBONIS will Jan all my love and all the luck in the world. 
Marlin a one way ticket to Beherend and a iron stomach. J.G. a gas 
pump for all those trips to MacDee's. C.B. money. LM. S.C. and 
J.S., the best time at Altoona and to LL, K.M., A.M., S.B., S. D., 
M.C., LC., B.S. good luck in your senior year. 
I, IRNA C. de LEON will C,W my height/CF Non-nuclear war/LAB 
reliable air pump and lifetime supply of smarties/JR Dog doo on her 
shoes and A machine/ Puppies, troll friendship/BC KJ's body/LR
Megaphone/DS, JT-cooler 3/JC my love for you always! 
I, STU DENNIG will Landis a hamburger, _Marlow a babe, Lisa a date 
with me, Magestic, new feet, Bork the biggest muskie on earth, 
O'Bian a ski slooe in his backyard. 
I, K. P. DEVANEY will everyone/one of my sr. pies J.T./4.0's a 24 
hr. tel. answering service Ma Kren/Nobel Peace and Patience Prize 
P&R V&K N&R L&D/everything beautiful Jeff /love luck lowell csny 
a folkie party an appreciative girl to match. 
I, JEAN DIMARTINO will C.D. my busin and skill, War, Dear 
Abby/LA. a norm rmmate/J.N. whitE;t shoes, my nat rid skill, hap 
w/M.S., a farm in Iowa, thanks/D.A. luck, exper., another gr ten 
part., pipe, apple a day/E.D. patience/E.M. my mirror sp/ 
I, EMILY DINMAN will Loren a lifetime supply of:M & M s, J.Z. my 
nose to bite, Dave my muscles and all my love, Lisa a can of "Frizz 
out," Mac: many L's, my pink papers and many skiing adventures to 
come. Mr. B. my skiing abilities, SP my trumpet and chem book, 
LC. & S.D., stilts, Jo9sh 4 yrs of soccer and babes. 
I, LISA DOBBINS will K.S. the entire staff of the A.V. Department, 
and a new red car. P.R. all the fun times in Hawaii, J.v.S. all the 
low-cal foods, and a new car. B.B. and the fun times in J.C. all 
the misc in the smocking area. M.D. the new bikes that he wants. 
I, MARK DOBBINS will Joe a life-time supply of film, and 12 more 
hours to a day, so he can develop it. Nancy, a new conversation to 
talk about besides Carney, Hunnel or Gary, IN,\Jopics. John, I will 
Mrs. Bowman and my 15 minute breaks. rro Lisa, I will my 
intelligence. 
I, DENl$E DRAKE will KH access to BHR/a real tan /a trip to Gen. 
Hospital/a loser at SR/GF binoculars to see cool and an analyzed 
candy bar. MPK a beeping horn ann a cement block to run over. 
B.T. another date with BZ DL another cuttys/its cool. WC-ahonda. 
SF a fish special. KS a little kick. LF one of Pooges diseases. 
I, CRAIG DUNAWAY will Nels my Eef-given nickname and all the 
ability that goes along with it/Huey, someplace other than his house 
for a party/Roeland-all my calculus ability-EEF something bigger 
than his bird-sip container/and Corney, the Head Gang member of 
his choosing. 



Senior Wills 
I, STEPHANIE SHUPE will Lynda ski turns/RC-Miss Clairol/PW, the 
Kermit of .her dreams/Deb-Marcel's fish/Sheryl-whybwread/KC a 
swang/gB te~th/Marti-J~g braces/DB my dance talents/~chnortz, a 
straight jacket/Lynn a stud/Terry, my height/Boanna-a zoa, a preppy 
cafe, a U, and a shag partner. . 
I, BARBARA SIMPSON wlll a jeep, a baby and my friendship forever; 

-. K.S. a one-way ticket to VA., her very own Jeannie (genie), a sense of 
direction, and a permanent lnvlt~tlon; JM, 3 B's (that's all) a box of 
Meltaway cookies; CW her 18th birthday; CG., happiness always. 
I, SHERYL SIMPSON will Tam, .tlle trip to Puerto Rico again and 
maybe Hawaii/Fl-meny more dog pictures-never any obvious 
situations ever/SuQ-learn how to drive without going off the road-no 
more barking on the ski bus/Pge-metals from the.race/JT all _my love. 
I, ANDREA SLIFKIN will Leslie C., a night on the town with Bulldog, 
Cibrone and R.B./Susan F .. , a crazy night with a saucehead/Kathy 
B., a great life with what's his name/Debbie C., all the skiing you 
want for a whole year/Donna S., all the guys you can handle.$ 
I, JOHNNA KANE SMALLHOOVER will Janet my car, a beach 
house. Alison, my figure, nail mender, real food. Brownie my dog 
Charlie. Thom B., a Mirror for ... Peggy, her mother, a portable toilet. 
Jeanne one Christmas present. Th.anks to the people who helped 

when things were bad. . 
I, LINDA SMELKO will KF bugs on the field, DOC picture SS-3A.M. 
Ind. U., Old Spice. Sue, 3 for you 7 for me, answer book, N~w Years, 
T.J. N. L over due NTC, dip lrenes bakini, LO cans in the hamper, 
disecting gloves, Simp-hockey puck-MK uncrunchable cars, Cheat, 
Red beads, LS. low blod sugar, CG the spotlight. 
I, ROBIN SMITH will Diana J.B.-Murph someone ready willing and 
able-T.R. a pair of tap dancing shoes-Amy a ciggerrette, the one and 
only macho man-JoAnne, a _clay model-Todd M., a _sedltive-Lori, a 
certain calf roper-Al something to keep his hands to himself, J.C. a 
million dollars. 
I, JOHN van SOLKEMA will M.D. more brains, 2 lbs. of spaghetti 
cooked, 100 hot dogs, 200 buns/to D.B. the Montego, some land, and 
a P.L.C.B. card/to LO. the perfect per, 4 in. and a new stereo/to 
T.M. a garbage disposal to get rid of last years wills gifts. 
I, TIMOTHY JAMES SOMMER wlll Tommy, my friendship, NoDoze 
and a clean room/Wayne, a DC-10 and stewardess/Tracie, someone 
to talk to and misletoe/Peggy, 6'2" zm9m/ Julie and Sharon; a trip to 
Conelsvill via Duster, Syhbil/Lori F., a "practical joke" date/EIF, a 
curlig iron/Huff, a Korean orphan/Flim, red hair/Alice ???/Ms. 
Piggy; the zoo. · 
I, SHE~RI SOPOCI will B.K. a Green Lebanese and a no disturb sign 
with Brian. C.V. motherly instincts. T.R. a warm fuzzy and a cookie. 
Bryan R., a snowball in the face. C.K. "Londie" some boogying 

and an SWB album. PG a map of St. Clair. Mr. D. a phone call. 
M.K. a colored baby. Rocky a toga. 
I, JANE STADTERMAN witl LN. an angel and luck to watch over 
her/JN lifetime of Bug/TE many EA trucks/VJ happiness/ AA rich 
patients/ BO party-proof rug/ JG life supply of Quick/ A~ years supply 
of term papers/MW a spot-proof neck/CM a size medium/SO fun and 
W&J LZ luck always. 

I, PATRICIA ANN STEHR WIii Barb - responsibility for 50 percent of 
my sins, a lifetime supply of free advice, my H & O collectlon; Sue a 
year's supply of pancake batter, a g.f ., the sister she's always 
wanted. 
I, AUDREY STEMANN \will Mel; a safe place and a bench/Bon, a 
shoe salesman/R.C.w. 1 abuse and what he asked for/LW. a 
license/ Capt. nouns and, verbs/ John, Nesbitts galore/ Deb, computer 
to take to LA so you can do my assignments there/N.K. a golden 
cropper/DA bowling sponsor. ' 
I, KAY STITH will David all my good time with my friends, Dan good 
luck with that special someone, Lisa, Sue Becky, Jason as much 
happiness as I 11ave with Daniel. · · 
I, STEVE STOICOVY will BC a never ending insurance policy/Earl, 
some new roads to explore/CJ a 4 wheeler and a new uncle Al/TR a 
brother/Theo a shovel/Oggs, a tank/JK a new 4 letter word other 
than food/Jon luck with the babes/Shift, a frosh/Buesh luc!( with 
pigs/myself wealth. · · 
I, DONNA STOLL will Gin S., an escalator to go up and down 
stairs/ "V" I wHI a Ute time ticket to see Bruce/To DI a head pad for 
his head/CS a pair of hand cuffs/lrnie a locked door. 
I, KIM STUEBGEN will M.B. bakes after every game/PJ some full 
SC/Nuncy a phone/Pete F., a ride in the back of a police car/Dave 
E., last waltz/Wanita a can of whipped creem/l T. a lookout for 
Bruno/LC a M-degree/LM the kiss missed. 

I, GREG SULLIVAN will M.M. a shovel, D.M.L.H. *D. H.R.S. * F F. 
free driving course at Lebo, J.R. a free dinner from me and my putter 
and golf balls, LS. Dollie Parton hand me down, S.H. a good pool 
table, Paulsy, a lock and key for his mouth. 
I, CHARLOTTE SUTTON will Pam H.-a buddy to travel Morton Rd., 
with after . I'm gone/G.F,-a glue stick and Bruce/D.A., another 
incorrigible features Editor and lot.s of f_un wl Sarge/A.M. & J.K. a 
red penguin/M.S.-many round trips to C.V.'s school/LV. skis and 
poles/R.S. humility. .· 
I, LYNN TAMBELLINI will Anlta,a real live pink whale. Chiesac, a 
mazaradi for her 1980 . mobile. Nowe Kim, . ya-youed? Sweet Polly, 
spotting twins every trip to the mall. Nanc. a unwarped pool table .. 
I, KIM TEAS will Janet-CM, calendar/Hop-pair · of green cords/ 
!/1/3?* JO/RM-many more Fridays at Jo's/Pat.a closet/Soup, lb. of 
bcon/PJO fantastic first/Buz-much luck/Stew-reason to use his 
excuse/ Amy Brrrschmoke/ Diana- no mistakes/ Liz-It's gonna take 
alotta love. 
I, THOMAS A. THOMPS.ON will my great body to J.S.fAn "Ebb" to 
the golf team/my ability not to puke to Toad/my putter and balls to 
S.F./2 years in the "clink" to J.W./new joke book to T.G. a new · 
stare to R.G./An S.A.T. book to J.S./and new T to MF. 
I, BARB THORNTON will PF-dead tennis· balls, surprizes, street 
corners/ AM sneeze, my meat cleaver ·and house/CG sprayn wash. 
He balloons, trip to Italy, smeg· mustard/PT lots of luck and 
laughs/CF VW of the year award/LZ life supply of chlronimids, H2o 
battles, tears, Lester!, Phil and Mike, parkbench. 
i, PAUL TOMICZEK will JW more wild times at Kings and WIidwood 
and a backyard racquetball court/JS a lifetime-supply of Lance Cheze 
Crackers/KO a spot in the 80 olympics/the ski bus cool drivers/CT 
the male class of 82/BT & CZ good times at Duke/SF better luck 
hunting snipes. . 
I, CATHY TROCANO will Susan the best of luck with Kirk; Becky the 
best of luck with Frank and all the dimes in the world; Mary Anne the 
best of luck with Grayson; Maureen the best of luck with Jeff and the 
ability to get "necktified" before gym; Kacky, the best of luck with 
Robby. . 
l,MARY ELLEN TROCANO will rriy best friend Bon the best of luck 
with her future plans/C.A. a new boss and wife, another chance and a 
new start/Audjy a bag to last her forever/D.B. a typewriter/Doug, 
the dummyness for BKKP/Bon all the bodily parts she can get/J.H. a 
spare/Mike, good luck/K.K: good luck. 
I, JUDI TRUSKEY will Jim my love and luck; Nat RRL and SJS; KL a 
clean locker; SA 100-10X and Marc C; JK a catfish to skin and gut; 
Rifle Team thanks for 3 super years; PH and PH bowling trips; BO 
heavy artillery and a car to drive me home in. 
I, BECKY VIERLING will Mary Anne-your own locker and will power 
to finish school/Cathy, no cramps and a guy who's not a jerk/Susa-an 
illness to get out of foods/Frank, my love/Everyone-good luck always. 
I, CINDY VODZAK will BK Ralph, · Jeffy, Babyface and M.K. 

· Bessie's parking place to anyone like her _~r. S.S. sex.y, _ ~F ang aJI . 
.. · the gartiage ·cans she can find. V.A.D. a radio for her car. CK a 

sports car. P.R. all the patients she can kill and the top 10 tushies . . 
J.M. an alarm clock. 
I, LAURA VOLPE will L&L twinkles/LB~; F.C./yumbo/R.S./A.K.; 
tank/N. squirrels/Choir/K.P.; the perfect girl/Shelly, a new 
laugh/O. Hammill wig/J.K.; psych. maze/"yeperoo" /Superheroes/ 
burn the bac/BEN/chic. lips/Cecil & Binky/GVAL Ill. 
I. ANITA WAGER will KS her turn with Pubs. · PJ Chuck Knoll and 
room 411. MB her Ge_nne LC. · pillow. LM some kissykissy with 
Pepe. S.C. boones and a gody with JS. JC a teachers manuel. ·-Eric 1 
more sophhop. ·ps a PLCB. BP a DVJ. .. · · 
I, BARB WAGNER will Diane good luck in the future with Simon and 
an endless supply of boyfriends; BR ·a new set of parents and an 
assassin .to get rid of Scott/Paul T., a girl who thinks he is a wild man 
and to Doug, 5,000,000 pencils a·nd pens, my ability to ·memorize and 
all the great memories we've had. 
I, JENNY WALCHE~ will the Sr. class of '79 an abundant suppy of 
Rocky Mountain Spring Water. B.M. a ·visit to UNC&CU. .D.S. 
night of dancing, D&D talking and '82. E.S .. our men - TOM's. ·A.P. , , , 
our brotherlyadventures. . · 
I, PATTY WALKER will Lisa a pair of Even·:ones/Leslie. her uneven 
ones/SS fantasies/Boanna, Someone to steal homework with/DB, 
accounting parties/Scottie, a singing roommate and "a star" /Sue, a 
golf game/Lynda, Foxes, Valentines- Date, Turtles and food/All my 
friends, Love and Happiness always. 



Senior Wills 
of M.D.; T.R. his. own pillow. 
I. ERIC GARDNER will to M.S. a drummer besides yourself that can 
play snare. To L.S./PBN. To J.F. OHH, I don't know. To C.G. /~ 
flower, sorry. Also a flower to S. F., she never got one. To the 
HOOD/IRON. To S.S., P.T., friends forever. And to USCHS and 
especially Chris G/all the CDB ... forever. . 
I, CAROLYN GATTY will Bt, Mr. Roger's Famous.Quotes/KM, SC, 1 
boyless thought/LB, relief-Italian style/CF, Big Mac/TGM, sensible 
self-image/Jay, best wishes/MG, smeg scuffle, 12 cc cookies without 
the cc's/NW, lumberjack/JD, castless leg, love/Dad and Pooh, all 
my love. . _ · 
'i, DIANA GILBERT will LC/highest scoreing/Mr C happiness/JS a 
day at the LGI/KT Oscar Mirror winner/BS a nite at Kims so I can 
remember SS a baby sister and new shocks/SC a nite at Rosses/JH 
/LG Monties bum/JK a puddle to swim in/JO&CM a shower 
alone/ JO a playgirl picture/ RM mountain tops. . 
I, JENNY GIBSON will MO lifetime interior decorator. N.W. 
batteries for your recorder. PP, Little Red Stallion. JM my sense of 
direction. GM 1 day of no grossness. LB your own look-a-like contest. 
JB a free R. skating lesson. JT & CS beans for years and .years. JA 
Purple px. CJ a clean band off ice. . . 
I, MARTI GILLEN will LB a life time pass to Bethany and a weekly 
night out to Red Bu_ll Inn/PW a tooth/LB a Fox/LS a SOW/JB 
someone to yell at you when you sit too long at a cafe/SS a 
Hornocerous/PF good luck forever/SR ryebread: . . _ . 
I, PAM GILMORE will C.K. my little blue box and its contents to the 
fullest. I especially will C.K. a field of kale and the flower I sent her 
for Valentines Day. To V.A.D. I _will a pig form and .good luck after 
graduation. To P.H. I will best wishes. 
f, JERRY GOB will J.C. and D.C. barf bags. Headley a night out with 
the boys. C.P. a date with a snob. M.W. a lot of one night stands. 
Sharon a senior boy friend. J.H. really blond hair. Brownie the 
courage to say no. Ann K. an all american jock. B.K. 
lesson. 
l,BETH GOLDSTEIN will BC Heeb money for machs/CB cheat sheets 
for college/SF hairbrush to twirl/DC lessons in waving/SA tickets to 
Miami and a bed in my dorm/KB cures for all her absents/PF heenee 
lessons/LJ her own accounting ·class/Everyone best luck in 
everything. KC good luck this summer. . 
I, TAMMY GORMAN will Lisa W. a free trip to Miami, and an invite 
to a Mt. L. party/ Sheryl S. a fling with a carpenter, Sorry John/ Alf 
and Shelby a weekend with white eyes/ Laura the upper bunk/Terry 
McG. the book;"Yes, You Can Have Your Very Own Cheerleader" 
(step by step guide(. 

I, FRANK HANRAHAN will Paul a new Kmart women. Hoeke a date 
with pammy. Richie a glrl out of klndergaden. Timmy his own 
temple. Andy a lie detector. Dean a new stang .. 
I, JOANNE HAPANOWICZ will Kim an excitable time with R.M./ 
Rifle Team-luck next year/Pat a night out past 11/Janet and Chuck- a 
long time together/Craig M- Luck in N.Y./ Diana, fun with 
Stewart/Ross M. - Kim T. ~nd all _that goes with her. 
I, SUSIE HARDY _will Beth Ann-the ability to understand a dirty joke. 
M,·Sh~ne- a first name and-a permanent. Jill, a map to shadyslde and 
a C. of raw steaks. Krista, a catl from Seven Springs and new clogs . . 
Di1kll a pair of Levi's in every-color. 
I, JOSIE HARMON will L.A. alligator underwear and a unlimlted 
charge.and K & R/ D.H. money for sneakers so you don't nave to run 
track/C.B. & B.C., George and a case of diet pepsle/T.M. a pair of 
loafer track shoes/ M. T. a new duckie/ D.A. Disco lessons. 
I, JEFF HARRIS will J.K. some wheels-Ogs, his first - Nowe Bros -
some talent- B.S., a trip tQ Columbla-Stonie, a trip to tht= 
tempJe-Busch, a can of paint thinner/ -Kelly, an overnight stay. 
I, _SHERRY HAYES will BB 2 weeks, CG camp and a Penguin 
tattooed on her body, SO a successful Galatic barrel, DC CG camp 
WDW Sailors and a sewing marathon, CM a record of RR, HTR, G. 
TRG, LW my nickname, BM a home perm and a foll, LC a hand, TN a 
kiss, CC some "killer" boots. · 
I, PAM HEIL will the other PH acorns, backflip, CCCD, jeans, 
chitlins; · 2*LF-Morton Rd; ·Char-Albert; JT #2054, bullseyhe; 
SA-dimes, movies; BG&PF wax, new mediator; CF-PH madness; BH 
watts, dr. license; TH oreos; AM paper route;J.K . poncho; DA 

· polyester; Alb-chips; bestr to all. 
I, PATTY . HENDERSON will Tom H. Alabama & pizza for HIS 
hair/P.H. a ship full. of CCCD & the _ship/SA Steve/ES mhigh 
powered bullets for the pear gun/KR a triple back flip/LF A - LF B 
an eternal Southern dinner and a lont1 stay at my house. 
I, DONNA _HIGGINS will MM a path connecting PSU and LC, my 
basement/some expert advice on time/CS straight ears, a truck load 
of popcorn/SM my great cooking ability (snakelips) a Mr. Bill 
album/OM a valentine Suzy a trip/SH a smile/JT chismbob-/LR a 
gag/BM some good food. _ 
I, JOHN HILL will LH, another activity/TC some hope/DH something 
besides talk/TG a DU win over Pitt/SR-MW and vice versa/AG 
another BAKE/CH and AK air pumps/SH a babe/MD NY's Eve and 
a ride home/ JG a bake fund. 
·I, SCOTT HILL will Ann a week skiing/SH rabbit ears/AG hand 
lotion/ring holder/ 5 cent/FF date with Alfle/LN a new car/LJN 2 in 
1 /Dan-hour without Lynn/seger/GS a birdie/ DD cork/TRac a ski 

I, MELANIE GOVE will my brother, to date, my $700 and bus/ JH /MG/Deb-phone call/GS skiing/ Pens/ Don-oatmeal/ BL 
Clyde/Kris, a Florida Sunshine can, quarters and 50 lbs. of peanut M peanut butter. . 
& M/Les, a delivery man and my car/Kathy, a racing car/C.B. a ton I, KIM HIRSCH will Denise:wise lights, Barney, Cherry LS Carmle, 
of doute/ Ann F. your jean. . grease· cards/Bubby: Saks fashions, a new hairdresser, jew/Patsie: 
I, TOM GREALISH will A.G. a set of Grea rafties/J.H. -the ability to _1979 drivers manual, a trip/Nancy: a legal note/LIiiy: a cigar, 
taU<' to my Dad a 3 A.Mf M.W. my charisma and some Charles _ arrows/Tracy:· to listen/Daria, Peter and Kevin/Wanda: an 
Chips/ D.C. a new religion/J.G. a map of Pittsburgh/M.F. · · iron/Sheila:zoo/Gail a pearl/C:lndy a __ prc>bl~~- ___ . -- -·~- ···· ··--·- .... •... 

- · · shoes/T:T:, G.S., 13' putts/J.N. a free ·driving resson/P.S., B.w.; ·T: · · · · I; ROELAND HOEKE wm Paul s. my brains, to Frak some speech 
G., my racquetball ability. lessons, Tim S. my common sen·se, Rich S. a few 8th grade girls for 
I, STEFAN GRENVIK will make my bed with a crease in the middle/ next year, to Pete F. all the maul I can find. Dun a rematch in the 
a car to Ralph Cepec after I saw what D.B. ·did/all my friends -a good snow and to Eef and Corney; a lie detector. 
time In my sauna to "bake" in/J.H. a new ignition system for his I,LISA HOLDEN will CG another year with Danean and James/my 
Datsun. brother, 2 ·more years/CF a vw of her own/Mr. C., some one to do his 
I, RONALD 8. GRIDLEY will D.C. a singing volce/J.H. a b·unch of attendance/LB someone to share your TTS with/DK my brother/MM 
girls to BS with/M.W.-S.R.'s A/Headly no laziness/0 My a win in .' a trip to Wendys/Miss M. your very own Kizzy. . 
raw ball /Rob the wisdom I never had/Znoys car insurance/J.C., I, MARK HOPGOOD will the double-legged tackle to D.W./my 
K.R., S.R. good times and good luck./Dols my cardinalship. ability to abstain ·to B & 8/ my Navy humor to Phil/my chair to , · 
I, ALISON GUMBERT will LW a trip to Miami of 0., record of 4, S.N./my _great interpretation of music to D.S./and my lack of 
friendship forever/SF a disguise, a saw, all my secrets/LF fri nite at · seriousness to D.l.. and L.M./and my "hellos" to J.M. 
Macs, illustrated notes/GF a doctor/BB some B's/TG ·her first wild I, POLLY JOHNSON will J.H. my friendship and 24 big reds/S.C. my 
weekend/SS marriage to JT/SH all my boy problems/CS some muddy thong/LC my Malcom/A.W~, P.S.,- B.P., A WVU weekend/ 
nerve/JK a license/SD a xmas present/JZ me. · · M.B., L.T., a· joy · ride/L.M. my nalls/K.S. the main In the 
I, LISA HAGY will Carolyn one date with the "long-nailed moon/N.H. avega roof /DE, TS a Hamlet date. . 
knife-lover," some patients to practice on and a "no stall" car; CF-a I, DAVID JONELL will my BMW to B.A./ to M.H. a 36-24-36 blond/ 
"Jo" of her choice; Jamie, a school _lunch and the mari of her dreams; to J.K. my mellow rents/to S.C. my eyes/to D.I. a smaller brother/ 
G.P. a little freedom and luck for the future; J.B. ever lasting to Wiltshire 79er~ anything but sports/to D.S. a hastle-free purse/to 
friendship. , G.s. ·a cat/to K.J.· a cold/to Dw. K. at5 sword. 
I, JODY HAKIM will my love and craziness to Betty/Colleen lots of I, CINDY JONES will NN and LM all our classes and both my 
hunks, my friendship/To the sexy sweet LEO the Promise/Jenny a notes/JK patience/SN less talent and more height/RR more "Disco. 
guest appearance on the muppet show/ Mr. Bra's unlimited supply of E" classes with a real partner/JG ORANGES/ JA skinniness/PG 1 
Dollies and Boobies/Mr. W. a life time supply of goodies for his yr. of Ms. H's class/PK calmness/Mr. B. a new gullible secretary to 
mouth/to my long lasting admirers TR JK BO an invisable ruler. make a futile attempt at organization/NE all my love and thanks. 

J 

I 
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Senior Wills 
The pictures on the 0. Wall 
The remember when we haven't yet experienced. 
MacDonalds 
The Big 1 went to State 
People went to Seven Springs to ski. 
B.E. got his nicknames 
We went 2 mods without a fire drill. 
Znoy had an undented car. 
0.8. got nailed. 
The Wednesday teas. 
Rolling Stones in Cleveland. . 
My old man caught us in the Chevette. 
We put on togas first, Jane? 
We had pup-a-go-go lunches. 
Ski Buses 
Homecoming 
We got to class on time. 
"Good Times 
Cheat Lake. 
RK dropped the water bag. 
The trip back from Trinity. 
The girls across the hall from RK and I. 
The punch scandal. 
J.L. had a mustache. 
Everyone wanted to go bowling instead of watching Foxtrot Oscar. 
We learned something in Stockton's class. 
The ski busses were only a means of transportation. 
Where we were Thanksgiving night. 
What we did Super Bo_wl third quarter. 
FLEM yelled back at Ms, Zahurak. 
We went to St. Vincent. 
A.G. got blown off by a rabbit. 
We were slaves for a day. 
A.Z. In the sauna. 
Snowbal Is off the bridge. 
Florida? 
Gimbals elevator, 
Wendys pick-up window. 
The band went to Florida. 
The night before SATs, when we were little guns, dancing on the 
bleachers. 
Me and Renee went to Kennywood and met Frank in the girls room. 
Englert thought he busted us, but he pulled out a package of Kleenex 
instead. 
Bo started hyperventilating. 
Melissa went out with K.B. 
J.S. and S.Z. had ski lift trouble. 
"I Love Trash" almost wasn't. 
"Yo pienso que umm ... " was part of 13-14. 
A.S. & L.Z. left M.W. at tne railroad tracks. 
The parties Ali never had. 
The first tennis game at Allegheny. 
We went all night fishing and the jeep got stuck. 
B.E. in Rome displayed his white shorts and Bullies. 
The distance runners trained in the snow. 
Mr. McMasters hid from his 5-6 gym class. 
LS. made me check to see if she had a flat tire in the rniddle of the 
highway. 
When my car slid 50 ft. on dry pavement. 
Good luck to UNDERDOG AND STAY FREEi 
"You can't die of cancer." 
Wayne's trip to the junkyard. 
Mt. Lebanon football game. 
When Bill Erdner was normal 
Sophomore's weren't so nice. 
The eleves couldn't walk. 
The Dating game went to CZ's first. 
CZ and LC almost got off at Munich with Giles (and why). 
We decided not to go to school. 

Mr. Stockton could find things to teach other than the Editorials from 
the Post Gazette. 
They built the house on Sue's field. 
We went to Seven Springs via Wheeling. 
Gourmet Club first met. G.. . 

JD* PS LG and I had Kentucky Fried Chicki:m races. 
S.H., D.M. * She. M. and K.S. jumped out Bimbos bathroom window. 
We blew off the guys we picked up at McD's. 
South Park. 
"When does the movie start?" 
K.F. slept in the bushes. 
Sue tried to fly. 
A flat tire meant winding up in the hospital. 
We left a note on Larry's Blazer. 
The Dating Game took its toll. 
Falling off ski lifts paid offl 
We had our debut on Pittsburgh Today. 
Seniors were Freshmen. 
The V.W. in the courtyard. 
Schnortz hit Marti with a cupcake. 
Marti hit Schnortz with whipped cream. 
Schnortz's dog bit Marti. 
Schnortz looked out of windows instead of breaking them. 
Boanna wept af_ter French 1. · 
We wept. 
Patty first popped it. 
KS & CW didn't flip out. 
JM ate without her hands after Tin Pan Alley. 
We didn't live at the Pizza Hut. 
SQ knew to stay off the mediams. 
KMc didn't have marriage problems-hated the leech. 
AC was in love with JW 
We went to South Park day and night and met all those people. 
Remember when we went to Kennywood and Sue met Tom there for 
the first time. 
J.B. and J.S. got lost in Beltzhoover. 
We had 24 cents for a candy bar. 
Dead cat jokes. 
J.S. the table in Civics. 
Sears and Retards Co. 
He struck out and he and Sue both ·blushed. 
Mark asked Sue to 1ix his zipper. 
A trip to Cheat meant a11 ambulance ride to St. Clair Hospital. 
Midnight swims at W.P. 

s .. z .. took a long chairlift ride. --•4 Remember J.D. in the morning. 
We rode through B.P.H.S. 
M.E.L. thought she was 21. 
R.H. drove fast. 
Mouse didn't talk about Earl. 
Howdy Doody came to USC. 
Mr. Beck got a geography lesson. 
We had our 5 AM romp through the sand traps. 
We learned about eunuchs. 
CP had a going-away party for RK. 
BR's rents were away. 
Dr. Corn "taught" class .. 
Getting yelled at each day after 7-8. 
Speeding around the school. 
Picking up the hitch hiker and L.M. throwing the TP at IP. 
MJ's and K.S.'s life-long dream came true. 
LS & LB went sledding. 
We had a perverted 13-14 LG calculus. 
LS got "noticed" at the Grove. 
Everything that was casual. 
We met the arrow. 
USCHSWSH I RT. 
Strange lane changing. 
We went to the Colony and detoured through Mt. Lebo. 
I locked my keys in the car. 
The musical went to Chicago. 
We got 15 balls stuck in the gutter at all night bowling. 
All the times we almost got busted. 
BB's car was dirty, 
BM had a great time at KS's. 
I turfed CZ's lawn. 
We hung around with SHC guys. 

D.B. went skiing and it rained. 
We made notecards and bib cards. 
Wayne yelled "Be Cool" going 95 on 19. 
Mrs. Keblish lost her cool. 
That guy jumped 10 ft. when B.K. beeped. 
When everyone went into Mr. D's class with squeaky shoes. 
HF was in a good mood. 
Jeff scored in water polo. 
Bon and I laughed hysterically for no reason. 
P.J. thought spiders turned into butterflies. 
We sat at a different table. 
The three of us spent the night together and when we painted Dan's 
car and when I picked out my ring. 
We flew to Ohio. 
Theo was sane. 
Stoes didn't have sticky fingers. 
We said "Peace Baby" 
Amy thought she was acting. 
LT hit 218. 
Liza- 179 and cruise control. 
This whole year. 
0.8. had a clean record. 
F.F. over M.M. 
F.F. could put the car in Park. 
Mr. Gielas asked for a picture for the "Soft and Ori" song? 
The cow blocked Mclaughlin Run? , 
McConnell told us how to get a good interview? 
JO lost her muffler-twice. 
I lost mine. 
J.W. visited the police station every week. 
John H's parents didn't believe in Charle Chips. 



Senior Wills 

I, NANCY WANKO will L,..B. my ability to .do accents to C.D. all my 
Physics tests/J.S. a lifetime supply of butter and donuts JB my Kodac 
camera/M.D. a plane/LW 1000 dates with G.L./To B.V.-M.W.'s 
body/J.W. a gun that always shoots 100 10X/To PH Good luck 
always. 
I, CATHY WHITE will AB, a seat with PT in ERC and my skating 
ability/DL my quick growth formula and a better date for 
homecoming/BC my hair, appetite and climness/HE an ERC 
carrel/ID. my stilts, Camp Granada/NK a date with a photographer/ 
SS, oreos and goldfish. 
I, KIT WHYTE will Liz a king, a spanish man; JK a Rusty le~ter, 
aredneck lover; JO green M&Ms, SS; KS a collegeman (EJ); SS&KK 
lunch at Macs; Jon a haircut;TR WESI * LC, luv and luck; Tom T Bio 
test; RB a pig;CAss secrets; KG Catholic outlook, Margaret; 
I, NANCY WILLIAMS will J.G. a new tube of orange lip snacker, 
L.A.B. glue to keep her shoes on, J.J.B. a great senior year and a 
spot on Liberty, I.D. "no doze" for physics. D.P.a free night, 
C.~ I T .I P ::inrl f11n without US. 

I, CONNIE WILLIAMS will my constant desire to further my 
educationiMrettes Thanks for making it great, love/DS friends 
forever and a diploma. KS the Ultimate flipout & MS always (I Love 
You Too)/MJ anything you want (JS)/love/BS, & MR a Constant ZZZ 
and Babies or their own, love. 
I, STU WILLIAMS will CHS a thousand rides home; CSP a big money 
practice; MAW, a dent-puller; RGK, the good times we missed; 
Sarge $400; my friends, good luck. · 
I, TERESA WILMOT will Tim all my love, RRi, SCaralina and me 
forever;Beth, the man of her dreams and a Ford truck; D.L. one 
special guy, Frankenstien outfit; KS a diploma and friendship; JR all 
the girls he can handle, HN certain guy;MD buttons and train; KL 
good luck always and a deer. 
I, DAVE WILSON will my brother Tom my parking space/J.C. " a 
little distance workout" /S.F. my trumpet and playing skills/Znoy a 
new car/Zem army boots/Mr. D. a bag of "Hmms and very 
Goods" /EM a million calories and 4 great years at school. 
I, GREG WILTZIUS will D.P. money, worlds biggest album colection 
and some 1.O.U. cards. Bob-some drum sticks. Fry-large quanties, 
and K .G. Robin and Dave and the coneheads Tracie skiis. 
I, PATTY WINNER will Paul, my hat, my love and a new 
car/Jane-Calif., mods 9-10, and a guy that lives close by/Peggy
blonde men/laura-a good time at a party/Sue-an unconfused 
life/Fitz-a hi!/Dave-JD/B&M-mods 9-10 & each other/Janet, 8 years 
of your life/my siblings - thanks. 
I, LESLIE WINSTON will LZ a new brother, confidence and a blast at 
W&J, a PW pillow/AS good parties and good teachers/RR&JM a 
farm in Hawaii/RN me/TE kindling wood/JT a new job/BT a 
cakebook/JS pw if I could/KG Acu-test/JS a tickle. 
I, MARGY WINTER will CM good luck and a full moon always/TE 4 
wheel and Andre/ BD waterproof scitching pants/ AA 1 O signs in 1 
night/JG tennis and datice lessons/PC term paper/ AS success and 
SP/VJ fulfilled dreams and a note pad/LN a wig/JS car for 
brakestands/SO direct taxi service to W&J. 
I, MARK WIRANT will CP driving lessons, CS a lighting plot we 
agree on, SW his own Seville, JL 1000 trips to T.C., SO a larger 
locker, NL a great roommate at W&J, CP & CK membership in the 
Cptn. B fan club. 
I, JIM WIRTH will KD some fins to swim faster/JS OF COURSE 
some tutored AP History classes/ PT a mini-supergym to take to 
college/KS some brains, so she won't be a typical USC airhead/ 
KHCRtPKSS a secret vocab/LB some height so she can be 
normal/'LS an Argiro speed cheating course. 
I, JOHN WOOD will no longer put up with this mockery of an 
educational institution! I also will:ME & LS a new life/OB, six of 
Pepto-Bismal/DH, lifesize plastic Bob doll/MF, elevated driving 
seat/DD a REAL date with me/USCPD, all my love. 
I, MICHAEL WOOMER will T.M. a party and ride home/M.M. a 
book of etiquette/MD super pinto/S.R.my body/B.W. all the girls he 
wants/D.C. a really wild babe/J.H. a crane to dig himself out/L.K. a 
corkscrew/R.G. toothpaste/D.F. my speed/B-B my redneck. 
I, JEFF WORTH will PP driving lessons/VC Neil Young/JR my 
locker number and clear windows/KO lotus/RA unloosable keys. 
I, LISA WUNDERLICH will AG. a saw, a date with JM, a straight 
weekend, a memory, cosmic candy, life long friendship/TG. another 
Lebo party, some guts to crash future parties/DC. DC, and FF, lots of 
MD for Thanksgivings to come/SH more_ CG cheers, one last date 
with "Frank"/ DG a trip to Zagreb High. 

I, BEV YOCHUM will T.D. * R.P. * L.W. The smoking lounge, S.C. a 
whole year of gym classes to make up. L.M., Rick. and all the 
hapiness in the world, C.P. a book of human jokes to tell, LI-LI, BOG 
and Bob N., R.R.- Edward and a summer in Kentucky! and another 
milk battle. D.L., T.M. ungrounded. 
I, STEPHANIE ZANARDI will P.Z. lots of luck and fun the next two 
years/A.P. new brakes and lots of love/S.F. a "snob"/D.W. and 
S.H. their own ski resort in Utah/n.k. a "member" of the freshman 
basketball team/S.W. Fox Chapel. 
I, LORI ZEHEL will L.W. a roomate of her choice, a date with Jose 
and a $10 gift certificate/B.T., B.F. and some purple socks/M.W. 
perfume scented shark repellent/N.W., T.H. and B.P. Fauna, AA an 
engraved steel club carrying case/B.D. a bowl of dead goldfish/L.N. 
untieable shoes. 
I, MARK ZEMANICK will to E.R. some means to avoid aimless 
scampering on FB fields; T.M. a night with more than 3 hrs. sleep; 
D.W. 13 sec in the 120 HH: K.P. Sat night not spent at the Mall; C.G. 
someone's legs; Sister's band pals-last band camp. 
I, LAURA ZIMMERMAN will L.S. & S.H. my car and a wild time in 
life no matter where she goes, also my wonderful fat friend and all 
the "wrong group" that she used to hang around and I will a special 
group of "friends" Dr. Spock's book on Growing Up! 
I, JOE ZNOY will BB a fish leather waxing kit/B.M. a frosh babe/JM 
a telephone pole/ MM a 440 earl/SR wpms with "pooms" /CP 
pepper-mint-patties, "my body"/ Ann my eyes/SZ a wild evening 
with my brother/Kiz OS with Stephan/MZ-PS/DC a trip to W. 
Virginia/CS a chain and coller/WP a yhat/JC all of me she can 
handle. 
I, JOHN PAUL ZNOY will Nina - a life time supply of kisses/BM 
compass, map of Cheat; new car; a razor/BB some bs; a je ep;one 
fish/Duck-my problems; trip to Nags Head/Kara-one strap/Alfie-trip 
to TPA/SE a bucket for earl/Mr. Cline, .a big two. 
I, CATHY ZOI will CS a new lawn to turf /KW-a Saturday morning 
without a nap/Chris & Barb tolerance for choir/Eric, a graduation 
speech/Mill-confidence in her lovelife/Karen- a stiffer arm and a 
party name/DF a wild Australian and an honory membership in the 
AFS Club/Julie-a darker livingroom carpet/Liz-5 of my pounds/TM 
curly hair and a silent-conversation. 
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Senior Wills 
1, KAtHY DUNLAP will to Amy Spoof, all the funny pictures in the 
girls bathroom(Ha Ha) Also, I give her my bro, Timmy. And I also 
will to Maryarine my seat on the counter in the "hangout." Hope 
Betty Doesn't bother you. 
I, MAUREEN DUNLAP will Amy Spoof, Mrs. Dodson and all her fun 
classes (ha ha) Go easy on the goobs. To Laura Babodnick I will the 
back stall and my train. To Cathy T., Sue B., and Becky V I will 
Stop-n-go Buritos and Big Macs. I will Tracey W., John N and Heidi 
N., juicy Brucey. 
I, CHERYL DUNN will Debbie, Kathleen, Michelle and Beth more 
fun nights at C.J.'s and "weekend." And a #1 finish in B. Ball next 
year/Jean a new calculus seat away from me and Debbie A., all the 
German boys. Lori a lot of fun in h.s. and her own room/LC. some 
fruit. 
I, AYDIN EDGUER, will B.S. a new IBM to try to destroy or· mutate 
as he sees fit/a quarter pounder more for R.N. & P.K./Mr. Carney -
a whole box of chalk and a garbage can/ Mr. Burroughs - a better joke 
book/Mr. DeBlassio - manv thanks/K.L a new calculator/C.C. a 
receipt book/and to all that follow, a good time!!! · 
I, HELEN EHRIG will DA blades, skis that stay on me, followable 
directions, scro/MT Beth's candy/AB a chair to kick CW my 
observing ability/ AS ice cream sand/ AM the van to drive. 
I, "THE STRANGER" WILL NEVER FORGET ALL YOU PEOPLE 1 

was hanging around. Especially YOU; Jill, you really meant AND 
mean something special to me. 
I, BILL ERDNER will Joe Znoy a bulldozer for his stories & a '70 GT 
6/J.Z., a trip to Hawaii and Chris' Grandma/C.S. garlic popcorn & 
licorice/J.M. a vat of sleepy-time-team, pedals forTriumph/Alfie a 
dime and proof /Duck a Dear Abby column. 
I, NAT ERSOZ will P.Z. my I hate band shirt and superior talent, 
C.J. whatever she wants, T.H. an A in physics. S.N. a bible, J.G. a 
tall girl as a nose and tose warmer, K.U., a bra for his lips, M.H. a 
better sax, S.N. and PJG my superior knowledge of calculus. 
I, DAVID ETHIER will R.B., P.C. and P.F. a hed cruise/J.N. a 
collection of my best one-liners/LC. my phone number in 10 
years/J.N. & J.F. a woods party/5.G. a bake and a whoosh/C.D. a 
mud hole/K.M. car insurance/R.H. a surfboard/and KI.S. my master 
charge. 
I, GAIL FALKENSTEIN will Kathy a dream date with J. Bax at 
Bas~ Robbins/ DD a bag of Lays - potato chips, a carton of 
eggs/Wanda a driving lesson in exchange for a bible reading/Lori, a 
bathroom with a lock on it/Alfie, a ski lesson from a pro/Kim one 
pearl/Patsy, a new trip partner. 
I, MARK FAWCETT will Adam the van and everything that goes 
with it, The kid many more years and all that goes with that. B.K. 
no more ski buses. LC. a boy friend. LM. a great summer and 
many happy years. J.N. better work hours and a great summer. 
I, FRANK FERA will MF a razor/his own shirts/AG my hair/GS 
Jenny's present with a ribbon/JR Gregg's putter and golf balls/OM 
research paper/LS a chain saw/OB and JW get out of jail free 
card/MM new jokes/SH 60 percent on a math test. 
I, ANN FERRANG will SF "get levis," walks to Africa, a brush and 
lip gloss/DL a pinch, dancing lessons, hair spray/SC key with tape 55 
many deep discussions/LW "ooblie-oo" / Mr. B. a pair of legs/ BB my 
trumpet/NL dancing on bleachers/J&PF good grades, my love and 
loads of luck. 
I, LORI FERRERO will Tim S. his own comedy hour/MG some of my 
air/DD a pass to the VIP and a date with Chilly Billy/PW yrs supply 
of Orange Cr., a TW blow-up doll, an alarm clock that plays 
opera/ AG many trips to Hawaii, horn file, a warning/GF Nadia's 
uniqueness, Eric Roberts, the MD/KS a gold platinum ice cream 
scoop. 
I, PAM FICHTER will KB life savers/best wishes/BT tennis balls in 
the rain/the middle seat/ BG rabbit ears/ and a mud hut/ AM knee 
pads/SA new tiger skins for Danniel/SF a trip to Bimbos with no 
money/DC a ride home/CF repeating record to get off the benches 
and three little fishes. 
I, AMY FIDLER will R.S. a wedding gown, a gift certificate to the 
"Grove." a trip to Behrend with someone who doesn't get sick, K.G. 
a prom night in W.V. K.T. a surprise party. B.5. a new set of new 
materials. 

I, SARAH ANNE FIEHRER will my brother Matt passing grades in 
the rest of his classes/Pete lots of luck at USCHS (Don't worry you 
won't get lost!) Denise fresh rolls to stuff in your purse and 
everything - you deserve it/Charmin a lifetime supply of tissue/and 
Ryan ME and a place ir my heart forever. 
I, STU FINDER will be whatever I choose, and I choose to just be me. 

-1, CAROL FINLEY will LR. 100 mallo cups/Mr. Jr. Achievement/ 
free flying bat/J.R. inflatable Steve/Qtunafish sandwich/G.P. The 
Vikings/5.F. Muchos Chicas/ 1.0. & B.C. more wild times at the 
Pup/J.F.s great times .at U.5.C like mine/LB. a good story/Love to 
all my friends. 
I, SHARI FISCHER will to my little brother 3 more years in this jolly 
school; a boyfriend to M. & J.M.; good luck to E.M.; a successful 
year to J.5.; one girl to S.; and 100 more students like me to my 
teachers. 
I, DAVE FITTRO will my unarthritic body to Brad, my cheerleadi ng 
dress to Rodney, my taste in music to B.P., my air cleaner to J.T., my 
ten-
nis talents to T.T., and finally my american citizenship to M.H. 
I CATHY FLANAGAN will LB a WgtM, Porky, Bio ChSh, & seat by 
IB/MM a Tums and SB phys/DK a Pgh Spirit and a rotten apple/LH 
a SM doll and a UFM/PF a BM's maid and a Mr. McG. doll/BT 
balance for Pool Steps/CG a haunted house/ ES a LSST&C, a Mr. DP 
vodo doll and a memory/15-16 Cale candy for Tues. 
I, MIKE FLANIGAN will DH a car disguise, a Robot, def. of deerb, 
Woo a license and a clean record. Boo a cast-iron stomach, Grea a 
pass to Cool Springs, a port-a-let, Sully 1st place, Romy, a pool, Julie 
an affair, Tom and Tim nugies, Bert, phsycs answers, FLF Irish 
r, SUSAN BETH FLORIG will LC the smoking add guys/ AS the name 
PUDGY/CB all the dounuts you can eat/DC my friendship 
forever/SA a 2 liter of R & C/BG a lifetime at Israel/KB my best 
wishes for you and Jim/ PF the FREAK and .the ROCK/BC Freckles 
Galore/TJ my love forever/MD all my cheers. 
l,SHELBY FRANK will Fizz, 2 more years of this/Pie, a pinch to 
grow on1elf a free trip to Hawaii/P.T. a cure for disco fever/Stefan, 
some secret dance lessons/5.5. more magazine ads/T.G . .a wild 
weekend/Limpson, a hard night/Peter, a belated Valentine. 
I, STEVE FRANZ will R.B. a voice & a strat/M.G. Sweden/M.H. 
new industries/J.K. a falsetto & someone new/A.M. a tape of her 
singing "Dreams"/B.L a disco dance with guess who?/P.P. my 
permission to play BBall/B.5. & K.L a better computer/B.F.deleted. 
I, KENNA JEAN FRASER will N.L a shampoo bottle for the next 
Outlaws concert; James "24 hrs. at a Time" and "Free Bird"; Kelly, 
a shotgun, a space ship and her 'mellow' song; Mary Anne, some 
comfort from the South; Moira, T.P.A. and Freaky Fleeky; my hunny, 
a big hug; Jeff O'C., my Volks; everyone, good times forever. 
I, LEAH FRASER will twin Lydia love, happiness, closeness forever; 
Patty H., joy, memories-Avon calling, energy; M.5. Howdy; J.N. 
success on the farm; Ms. Rocher P.N., Bon Voyage; P.H. summers in 
Maine; G.M. concert debut at Carnegie. Hall; LV. Binky; LL 
Calculus problems. 
I, LYDIA FRASER will Leah exciting future prospects and sisterly 
love/M.5. love, luck and relations/P.H. chittlin's and lasting 
friendship/ P.H. lots of boats and cartwheels/ A.P. a driver's license 
for the one she'll lose/GM a voice to play for and lots of practice for 
college. 
I, SHERWOOD FREEMAN will AF a senior year as fun as mine/AP 
a set of brakes SZ non-stuck-upness/LR ceramics classes/JR a trip 
western with SG/DS Pastorini/GP more classes together/NK more 
after school activities/JS some stamps/DL a trip to NJ/CF a koala 
bear/AP Paul/LH 1-2 together/ldL Love and peace and Chris F. 
I, PETER FRIDAY will Tammy and Thews - half of Marty; Mr. 
DePalma, a letter and goad luck next year!; Eefbob - Dylan's 
underwear; Huey, a date; R.B. - Morals; Mully, a brain; Frasers -
Apathy; Theo-Modesty; Shelby - restraint; Dunn, terminal munch; 
PC a fight; Martha and ltm - the woods. 
I, R. B. FROST will J.K. his own unlimited food supply/J.K. a 
speech therapist to help with her lisp/J.H. a car that fits more 
people/j.l. the wisdom to know when to give up/T.A. a new set of 
sound effects/ A.B. an official divorce. 
I, PETER GAGIANAS will Don-A Charlie Brown coloring book; John 
G- a sense of humor to some extent; N.G. - the name Gagunda; IG - 3 
more years of insanity; SP & JR a handsome skiing TP dressed in 
pink; SJ & NK-boxing gloves for fighting; Janet G - a soprano voice. 
I, GWENN GALVIN will BK the ability to use the phone; E.C. 100 
lbs. of houchie and 2 bottles of coke; M.A. and B.S. their own bakery; 
S.M. life supply of diet pills; D.M. 1000 gals. of gas and a life supply 



Sen·ior Wills 

I, RICH RINSMA will R.N.:S.B. and Excitas, a wild time in Fla., 
many more Huka's! R.S. a new Martha, LV. a few lbs. from Frank 
D., J.M.:More successful partying adventures, a trip to S.H., a gift 
from Ernie, D.S.: a great 1>enior year, a lead, a car. K.D.: The times I 
wish we had. 
I, RENEE ROARK will S.C.-d.p., a day in school on Mon., L.M. a 
happy huckle buckle beanstalk day. BY.-PK., Whee, Muck me out. 
L.W. - Tct. to B. Seager, Get out of jail free card. T.D. turtle neck 
sweater. R.P. self-confidence. T.M. summer of 78. J.T., M.S. M.s: a 
fine. L.&L. friendship always. 
I, BETH ANN ROCKENSTEIN will a billion letters and best of luck to 
Amy. All the embarrassing circumstances I can think of and 
friendship always to Beth. A friday night off to Karen, she d'3serves 
it. To all my acquaintances, fond memories and good luck. 
l,TOM ROMAN will skating lessons to O.B./Harleys to Gooner and 
Markle a lawyer to Woo. a good" joke to Grealish/wood blocks for 
his gas petal to Flims/fire equipment to Swifty/ a bully club to 
Smitty/ a razor to Gardner, a date with Lynn for Herman and a couch 
to Bert for garage. . 
I, JULIE ROSE will my sister Shari, 3 more fun years in chorus. Mr. 
B. the ancient sights of Mesopotamia. Lisa P., a date with that 
"special someone." Parkway students a bus that doesn't squeak. 

· l,JENNY ROSEME will a razor to D.M. F.F., all of what I have 
for some of her's-L.S. to R.S. my height, to D.H. a psychiatrist for his 
H.C. problems, to L.R.-R.C. to M.S., some dogs, to G.S. my love 
forever and lessons in goft, bb, etc. 
I MELISSA ROWE will J.R. the right guy/J.H. the stars/A.J. the 
grove/ K.S. a late Valentine kiss/ Betty, a Dear Betty (Abby; 
column/Jack R., self confidence/CH Brian/1.g. a car/R.D. a girl he 
deserves/J.R. and JH my friendship always and good luck in fashion 
world. Class of 79 Good luck and best wishes. 
I, MARGARET RUDOLPHY will B.S. life in H.H., romano dressing, 
thanks for this year and friendship always. K.S. a third trip to 7 
springs, good luck. C.W. California and a happy marriage. J.M. a 
whip and bottlecap, a trip to H.H. 
I, JAMIE RUNCO will Karen my perfection and the ability to see her 
toes/Laurie, an air pump and a friend for her bat, a 3rd lane/Carol, 
shoes that don't trip her and a hammer/ Ima, a left hand turn/Gina a 
night on the town/To all the test a big hug and all the luck in the 
world. 
I, JACK RUPPRECHT will Tracy a typewriter; Joe, a diploma; 
Wallyo a car; Keith a get out of jail free card; Glenn a vandal Digest 
Subscription; Ken, 2,000 Garbo's; Kris, a real man; Mike and Lou, 
steaks; Melissa a Styx ticket. 
I, PAM RUSILKO will B.A. a gas station and all the girls with blonde 
hair, C.B. an auto part store. A.S. my cousin. L.C. a date with 

. mycousin. B.R. hairy legs. BK & S.S. all the hair you can cut. C.V. 
happiness with Dave. 
I, LAURIE RUSSELL will C.F. shoes that don't trip her SH book, a 
dishwashing hammer/ID a right turn, PL & F/JR: Peace, Green 
M&Ms, Western trip with SG/A.K. a glass door, a copy/LB some 
quiQk moves/SF a closed window. BCs forever/JSR a smile. 
I, LORI SABO will all of the rifles in USCCG all the cuts and scrapes 
that they don't deserve - also K. H. all of the "soap opera" bus rides 
to and from the games. To Scott T., a special friend of mine, all the 
Sr. girls he can handle. 
I, LORI SANCEWICH will Sue all the Harrys she can find, to Air a 
lesson in staying away from our guys, Link a human brain, to C.J. my 
life and limbs, Jenny a call before 7:30, L.A., a gust of wind, Rocky, 
Winkle, Krispy and Double K, my well-aimed snowball, Gums a 
muzzle. 
I, KRISTIN SANDBERG will Peg, bunches of success as a 
":mphixticated" businesswoman and a dumb football player to amuse 
you; SWR, success as a preppie and NHL sta and all the blond 
Kristins you can keep track of. 
I, KAREN SASSER will PS, Doobie Brothers and their Fruit of the 
Loom/CS Knowledge to know better but courage to do it 
anyways/Space, little white rocks and FF/SG Swedish Saunas, 
jellybeans and snake bites/KW a big ink and map to our room/CZ 
RM 's schedule/ JD permission to hit leaves/ DW Pass to use 
driveway/Mr. D. a large Cigar. 
I, JANE SCHERRBAUM will Mimi a car that runs and a match to 
guide her through the "Hood" /Steph some skiing ability and all the 
P.C. she can eat/Krista a "few" Junior Mints and all the wild nights 
with Mr. P. she can handle/Laura, lots of crazy times at Miami!!. 

I, RICHARD SCHIFFER will F.H. my washing machine/D.R. my 
Camara and all my driving skill, one free garage clean/ P.S. an ugly 
sister and a cool brother/T.S. a set of master keys and $326/J.N. a 
set of normal horns/D.B. lawyer and an easy magistrate. 
I, MICHELLE SCHNEIDER will R.S. dishpan hands, dibs on car; AP, 
a new elephant); C.M. lots of warm fuzzies and pediddles; LAF a new 
porkout pal; AM & JK FAA membership/LRF no more papercuts/SZ 
48 hr. days/SF, Mr. ND/CS 2 sets car keys, zinc/BP Fri. 
chauffeur/ Love always to all of you. 
I, JANICE SCHULTZ will L.M. a date with P.S., G.P. a year's 
supply of cigs; L.G. another year at U.S.C.; I.P. a letter from St. 
I, KAREN SCHUMAN will C.W. a Menu, Chez, AAU, bussom 
Buddy, watts line/MJF SH, BL, a Song, K.K. the Bretton Apple/B.S. 
turtle Pies, 8 candles ditty waghditty/ MR a quilt a lula dolla 
purse/SBCrutch flume guy with long nose, LRaB.F. wagh/JM a 
flipout/DMa prom car/PS a dairy with cont. a room/CP trick or 
treat/Weed the pasties. 
I, ROBBIE SCHUMAN will T. T. Eng and Bio notes; L.A. the ability 
to tell her right from her left and combs; D.H. an A in Eng., and 
nonflorescent clothes; J.R. a new boyfriend, and a wire for her braid. 
I, LISA SCHWARZ will FF & GS one for each; S.S. lots of couth; J.O. 
a RB player with charisma and Pha & Bee; L.G. a house with plastic 
windows; LES common sense; S.R. a chicane and fish; DB a good 
flying ... JW immunity from citations; E.G. a getaway bus; PW 
Elmer's glue; O.B. a patient car-parker. 
I, CRAIG SCOTT will S.R. $400 in Kodabrome RC papers/S .. W. a 
Caddy or a bus pass, a date with Cheryl 1, 2, 3 and 4/C.P. decency, a 
454-4bbl/M.W. a good arguement/M.S. less compassion. 
I, TODD SEACH will Mike K a lifetime membership to the 
KKK/Brian L., Dawn Z., Dave L. a 426 Hemi for his stock car/ 
R.B.R.N. 
I, CINDY SENTLE will BB false eyelashes, lifetime membership to 
Gas & Glow/DH driving and speech classes/CZ a pouch for her 
kangeroo tendencies/JZ a bar of soap/JZ millions of piddidles/TM a 
membership to Elaine Powers/SM another date with BO/MD my 
cleaning services. 
I, KEVIN SHANAHAN will JR my ability to attrack girls/JS a rubber 
tree/Tammy and better color for car/ADV my body/JR, better luck 
with boyfriends/'MR the ability to control herself at concerts/JRLS 
my little brother/RD a truck but with a girl in it/CB my little sister. 
I, JEFF SHANNON will Devin Douglass a pillow for Calculus so he 
doesn't have to use the chalkboard; Chris Kokiko a universal excuse 
for those tight spots; Cindy Markel a speech aid so she doesn't ·have 
to stutter on the word no. 
I, SUE SHARRY will Linda-hospital full of cute MD's, pumping 
machine, hiking boots/ Mary-runway, soft trees/ NEL-Vaadah, tracing 
paper/Liz-telescope, Stop & GO bags/Sharron-2 last names, the 
cartoon man/LouAnn-flute duet in algebra/MJRT-BMQE/CG front 
line feature. 
I, KRISTA SHEPHERD will S.H. the ability to come when she's 
called/D.M. the dentures she wanted/M.D. a personal towtgruck and 
a best friend in me always/ BM a hotline to my house, just in 
case/J.D. Duquesne Men/SM a book on dogs/She. M. an inflatable 
Jim/G.K. all my thanks and love, forever. 
I, ANNE SHERMAN will M .. W. fun times and bench seats; C.M. 
longer back seats, V.J. lots of snow, T.E. a new bus partner; L.N. her 
halo on straight; J.G. endless pit of chocolate milk, A.A.- "Welcome 
to West Virginia" sign; L.Z. a quiet roommate, B.D. 1000 mailboxes, 
L. R. guys always. 
I, SHARRON SHERRILL will L.O. secrets, Crispy/LS. no more hikes 
in the woods/S.S. a tree on Mohawk, a Mazerati/K.F. a night with" 
"I M.K. a topugher cookie/N.L. sour onion dip/Lori-bunny ears/ 
ALL YOUR FANS AND Girls. 
I, ELLEN JEAN SHIMER will J.B. a morning after the Dating 
Game/IOU for Red Lobst in 1980/CB Homecoming Par. without 
tears/CF a pizza hut NAiled day/Collins fam: a new Live In Older 
Daughter!PH antiprancer Gun/SB a Sky Snow in Espagnol/apricok 
THH cont. successmyprayers and love!PAC meeting 'on Time? 
Busgirls: a bowl of mints. 
I, ANNA SHOWAL TEA will to the most capable and willing person 
with a heck of a lot of free time and who is able to get along with Mr. 
Harshman, all the ticket worries and problems to the next musicals. 
To any girl who wants to know, my secret in getting in to the only all 
boy math class - take Prob & Stat M-W15-16. To THH & SAO 
continued success. 



Senior Wills 
I, KEITH JOSEPH will J.N. a .certain education book and a decent 
bab . . The Clan an everylastlng party with no guys. L.L. a Bible 
written in Hebrew. My body goes to C.G., S.F., L.S .. , M.D., BBB., 
J.K. 
I, KEVIN JOSEPH will M.M. & M.W. Giant bottles of redneck 
lotion; M.R. a skiing husband; J.S., K.M. & C.D. my ability to jump 
into my pants; J.W. some Bail Bonds; L.B. a patent for her laugh; 
T.G. a funny joke book; J.N .. & B.L. my charm. 
I, VALLI JUNE will CM fitting swimsuit/MW fun in sun/CM &MW 
place to park/AS freedom from Tank/AS & JO w.alks in T-bird/BD 
birds to shoot/AA human tongue/LN wedding nite/JG NEW TENNIS 
·PARTNER/TE new race truck/JS a good mood. 
I, MATT KALINOSKI wjll Karen my gym classes, I also will M.H. a 
facelift. I will my car to Karen. . . 
'I, BARB KASH will JK a ride home from the farm/JN a buzzer to 
get to psyc/ LC coke from B so and red paint for car scratches/ BC 
driving lessons/ Fweef self-defense lessons/ AB meeting with Englert, 
Gmc truck, 20 gals of gas/TR unbent cab for his truck/LCorry ar of 
soap/ PW HMWGC shirt. 
I, CHERYL KASPER will Pammy Ga new place to eat out, middle 
name changed to Jean, Valerie D., a year supply of aspirin and lots of 
luck, Cindy V., one guy on your mind at a time, Dave D. all my love. 
I, HEATHER KEBBLISH will C.J. revents, A. Kirk a call from C.H., 
M.W., an OSU shirt, G.W., my eyes, Sis-Sully, Beth H, the 
Chevette, Nack ·my friendship, to Chris I will myself, a console-less 
Camero, an internship on Liberty Avenue. . 
I, MARY KEIM will SS a date with a cat and mouse/NL a red 
carnation from someone decent this time/SS a membership to triple 
A minus 1 / LO a trip to Cheat without injuries/ LS a certain guy who 
hangs out near the cafe/ LAB my great -socks. 
I, JANE KEITH will JO a chest and my stories/Kit, horn 
clippers/BK, boyfriend that drives/NH a flake/JK someone to pick 
on /LC common sense/RB my lisp/TR a night and 13 more 
yhears/Ogs, a disco lesson,/Ted all the WESI he can handle. 
I, KURT KELLER will T.A. a shovel, SO 10$, my brother a brain Swit 
a new car, Bland some sex, Beth Ann a chest. 
I, JIM KELLY will Annette the solution to every arguement and all 
my ·rove/Bill A a new Porsche/Dave J. a parking space in the 
mall/Jeff C my A in Chemistry/Becky B, a Linda L. award/Dwight 
K., Lisa and D-D /Mark K., a new Firebird. 
!,MORGAN KELLY will Matt K A muzzle/ZPaul M. A case of 
Deodrant/The Greasers a stick of Dynamite/Tina Schoonover, a free 
shower. 
I, MICHAEL THOMAS KENDER will DL my tenor sax, TG my great 
sax-playing ability, TS the blue car behind my house, as a free movie 
at the Galaxy, BK ten cases of returnable botles, OM 20 old band 
concert tickets, and BK and my great cycling ability. 
I, JIM KENNEDY will AL a new set of lips/ Barb Kash, a ride home 
from the farm and a good form of BC/to my Bro an endless case/TR a 
sweeper and apron/To Murph, a brand new motorcycle. 
I, MARY PAT KINDERMAN will Bubby Tomich, a trip to Dallas to 
get roughened up; a pot hole repair kit; an appointmer:it with Vidal 
Sassoon; a nose job: Kim Hirsch, a Bubby;doo, non-trip shoes; a 
motion sickness bag: Denise Drake, a ozen eggs and rolls to throw at 
DWs house. A John Travolta bedspread and a tooting horn. 
I, BETH KING will OM a recording session with Motown and a 
chaffeur, GC a bronzed replica of Patches and a plstacheo farm) Toad 
a chip for his shoulder, EC a white sheet for all those Klan gathers, 
SMc three hot meals a day. 
I, BOB KIRKPATRICK will Mike K. my uphill racing technique, 
Kevin, Nick Chris an Brian my priceless Chem class notebook. Dawn 
Zill my blowing off class technique and gym socks. Todd, my babe 
-strategy, Sean Walsh, my · book "How to be wild and make good 
grades at the same time.'' • 
I, LYNN KNESS will Mike a bolt and screw/s.s. a horn J.N., and lots 
of luck/M.D. a super time at B.G. or M.S. and my friendship 
always/Lori F. a friend who's always there when needed, an apology, 
all my love/MK and AK luck at USC/PW, LB, LS lots of fun/PW a 
head of lettuce. 
I, BETTY KNOERDEL will S.S. Smilie, Jeff & Mazza, Hong and the 
Market. C.V. all patrons that resemble Cheryl Tiegs. M. Kelly-J.J. 
Ken G.-lifetime supply of Bubble Yum. bryan R.-Lge, Mge, Mr. D -
all fond memories of Beatrice. & Linda M. - Aggie. 
I, JANET SUE KOHLER will V-BinktCec/tennyrun/orboat/OFN1g 
reatfrndship/ Am-Buhl/ penguin /firelrm / LB-streetcrossing/walking 
crackr/CK.SO,CP.J.L. myorngpanties and look at scar/CM-HJEY/ 
FOOTBALL SIGN BY Hunch /TK lifesupply bloons and slime/ pmkcrl 
/MW,YL/trash/trump/JD-sword/Crew-another Kohler/GL all my 
luvTIGER. 

I"' DANNIELLE KOVAL will EK soccer skill and a heated driveway, 
MM, LB, BR, SM old G.S. uniforms. AP a Harvard & Paul; 
Kb-ahappy marriage and twins. PF BR a shower date. SSM-Ap 
students. 
I, ANN KRISTAKIS will ID-pubs, guys and clean jokes/J.J, my 
brothers/LAB-brains/LR common sense/LH smiles/SAC dums-dums 
forever/MR. DEPALMA my new yr resolution/Barn Barn more 
guys/CAF sick pills/Woody Jo-a. 
I, BRAD KUCHINIC will M.F. the 3B's/CM, my phone bill/MG dead 
cats/PF Broom Hilda!!/L.C. suspenders/J.H. buzz-cut/D.N. lot's of 
brains/J.O. LARGE . Alimony (afterup-coming divorce)/Theo, a 
Shovel/G.L. a night at "ZKings"!. . 
I, MARK KUKLA will D. I. a free ride to his college in West 
Virginny/D.J. a bowl of Pitless cherries/J.J. size 4 dancing 
shoes/J.K. my stereo/P.W. 20 leather hats/O.S. all the Styx 
albums/S.C. my camera/P.R. a date with me. 
'i, NANCY LAGATTUTA will BQ How to Lose it book/Lin-a tan cutie 
and a place in the sun/LO shyness and a monkey SS a very belated 
B-day gift/LS memory of 6/17 and a T-shirt with a classic sob/MK 
100's of boyfriends/KF- a bush and a tree/the WOTs-to know what 
they're missing/al, a great time at college. 
I, BRIAN LAND will T.R. a side of beef for punching, M.F. a bottle of 
growing pills (Maurice), D.H. the ability to do a 360 slam, B.K., a 
razor and to the Josephs the ability to keep their hands to 
themselves. 
I, KEITH LANDGRAF will E.A. a sile/1 leave J.B./J.T. can have all 
my unfinished Cale. problems/S.A. a calculator/L.F. a glance/lDAN 
my ability to spell his name/Bob S. Work?/G.V. a bit/Phil L. shelves 
#6 & 7/L.A.a locker handle/C.C. rest. 
I, GEORGE V. LANG Ill, will Erdner to DJ/Mr. BB some red 
candies/a brand new sax section to JB/my "excellent work" to Mr. 
JK's freshman/a Bundy to GV/a few dances to Lydia/her own sax 
quartet to KW/ JG a "great" cl. section and new Germ. band/ ML to 
anybody - I certainly don't want her. 

I, NEAL LaPOINTE will N.E. a Mary in the Wood/B.S. new initials, a 
PDP500 and baritone lessons/A.A. a muffler for the Mustang/P.G. a 
chauffeur (no more rides)/S.N. my ego and skiing ability/J.L. my 
Nuke labs, a mustach and no-doz for WSHI/CP. driving lessons/G.L. 
a date. 
I, DEBBIE LAVELLE will LM A COLLEGE WEEKEND EVERY 
WEEKEND/CB a nose warmer/KP my brains/Jack R. a fantastic 
cuf /TW redroof-n-satin sheets/ AF TAs back end, wandering 
hands/HN a dozen donuts/KJ a close relationship/JR monogrammed 
garbage can/HL a portagle Jerry/JR burn-proof seats/Stud a poster 
of '.and a box of darts. 
I, JOHN LAWRENCE will CP a mazeratti, SW .25 cents, S.O. the 
guts to get some knees, C.M. another semester of AP English, M.S. 
a left AND right foot, N.L. a full mustach, J.D. masterplots in the 
library, M.W. a folderpartner. 
I, LISA LEUZINGER will my life to JC/SSB Fla, sunsets daisys, 
.::onsistency, mud/NP grace, sledrides/BP bestest friendship/Breeze 
666 friendly toots, pididles, Barington, BCG/ BM a kiss, pink, SH/ BB 
$1 uo, whisper. 
I, MIMI LORD will Jane a pair of blinders and a bladder, Randy, a 
date with Lor, Gums-industrial strength toothpaste, Sue, a wild and 
crazy guy, Lori-C.J., Keith, a real girlfriend, Mark-an accident-prone 
body, My buddy-all my love. 
I, DARIA LORENZI will Janice: a book entitled "SOS" and hospital 
insurance/ Denise: a Parkay commercial and some Tupperware/ 
Bubby, diamonds/Kim 24 KGold/Sarah: new garage door/Lisa, a 
Mt. Lebo game and a note on the door./ Doris, a pair of tennis shoes 
and G.L. next year. 
I, GREG LOW will T.G. a megaphone/WP considered #1 
skibuff/Spanky a car/Films start growing/T.T. be more considerate/ 
Nels a football/L.K. a gallon of ice cream/Landy your brother's 
::ard/G.S. my golf clubs and basketball/J.R. my golf balls. 
I, JUNE LOWE will H.H. an automatic oven timer and a bag of 
dragon scales; a.s. a bottle of mucilage; c.w. a spirotot kit; a. a new 
french dictionary; m.a. "can you digit t;shirt; j.s. and e.m. my shelf; 
1.1. my locker;freshmen, luck 
I, DIANE LUNZ will CWS WSWPL;JJ dreams; smelly stationery; 
wild pair salesman/BB mouth to mouth with JG/KM, my foul 
language;shortness/LW, shortest space on squad/JB, brown hair; 
1-i,,rnor/DA, Born Free words/Good Luck to all my friends. 



Senior Wills 

I. BARCLAY MACAUL will Jon-map · home will from Hintons, 
Joe-map to PSU Stadium, _BB-Doritos, Freebird on a chair, 
Briad-Cleareyes, cane, Dict.-slang, "Brandy," Strap-soccerball, 
Cran.-raw shrimp, Fitt-Disco Soccer Player, Heal-luck with Fr. Girls, 
Stu-Dead Doobie, Mike-Blackbook, Kake-Cigars, Zoe-2 laps-2 min. 
I, CINDY MARKEL will ~00 gal. of gas to 0., trip to _Ml. to M.S., 
long, flowing hair to B .. , hairy chest to C.K., GA. trip to A.P., singing 
ability to L.W., history notes and babes to Thorny, dream girl to 
Curls, arid dates for all for the prom. · 
I, HOLDEN MARKLE will to R. Brus.chi my ability to drop trow 
quickly when visitors are invited in the locker room/to D. Rex my 
nickname Johnny W. Holmes, you deserve it/to Fre "The Power 
Stall" /to B. Siedle Laziness/to S. Fiehrer a flower /and to P.H. a pair 
of tennis shoes!!! 
I, LAURIE MARRA will Carole Call my diploma, Barbara, a 
condominium with Al in Florida, Dego-ayear without a single bust, 
C.,Stello- a wreck-proof car, B. Nungesser-a new blue ox. 
I, DARLA MARS will GG the ability to prounouce "her wurds" and a 
room at my house, BK a few nights out and some diapers, EC a bag 
of OS oreos and driving lessons, SI\.JI a new softball partner, CP our 
"mutual friends," KS a new story and a snort, CW a trip to 
California, MJB a m1crophone, BS & MR their own Pizza Hut. 
I, LOREN MARSHALL will Brad some unruly chest hair, my ability to 
drive a stick and to put on chains. Mark and Sam, the big "5" and 
the best of luck, Lisa e,p.t., to drive forward, to remember and our 
ERC,adventures. Em, longlasting friendship, M&Ms, the fun we had 
and the best to come. · 
I, DIANE MARTIN will Shiela-fingernails and a U.S.C. Party to go 
with Jim!McShane- a r-ball game with no laughing/Jill-a rainblo 
factory/Krista-a marriage license/Marcy-a disco of her •own/Bam-a 
night out with the girls/Susie-willpower and a new stereo/Donna, a 
life-time supply of guys. 
/, SUSAN MATTESON will MM-uncomplicated women, AM- a mt. of 
snow/PA-a frozen pork shop/BBB-a correct ph.#/DK a duck and a 
chicken/SO-a silver ball/LN & JD-a broken glass/SN & PG a perfect 
woman. 
I, BOB McCLAIN will Steve revenge on Mr. D., Tom Wilson his bro's 
looks, Sherry some of BBB's, P.W. tryout for Muppet Show, D.S. a 
happy life, C.K. Baker remedial course, J.S. 3' razor, C.M. & Bigs, 2 
obedient boys, Red integral. 
I, BRIAN H. McCURRIE will the custody of a small child to 
S.H./Several "Oui Jeans" to J.H./Good ball control to M.W./To 
C.B.M. good hands, a taste for older women and a compass/To Mr. 
DePalma, a Wilcher voodoo doll to stick pins in. 
I, BETH ANN McCOMBS will S.H. Chauffeur of the year award, 
M.D. a "Nick" in USC, D.M. a date with j.n., S.M. and J.D. a 
carton of rainblow, M.B. to be in every picture in 79 yearbook, S.M. a 
map to the Springs, J.D. a summer full of jobs, K.K. a new Herby 
and all the luck in the world. 
I, KATHY McFERRAN will Lisa R. all the trees in the world
Margaret R., pencils, puppy dogs and all the cars she wants. Perk, 
Mr. Schlacter, Gail many visits to the doctor and Peggy M & Ms if 
she still likes them, cards of her very own and an everlasting supply 
of M.L. 
I,_ TERRY McGUIRE will Micky my glove, bat and bases/Tammy, 
my book 100 Ways To Score In Tennis/ Nat my cookbook (how to 
make it; and when to put it in the oven)/8.L. set of brakes/Zem, my 
road maps. 
I, LAURA McKENNEY will N.N. a man who is all action and no talk; 
T.M. The Ability; T.G. crumbs in her bed and aired out underwear, 
also a little bit more elbow room (If she wants it.) I will my brother, 
my entire softball team. 
I, ANNETTE McKINSTRY will JAK-Magna, success, D & D, all my 
love/BT-may D. app., un-wood rqt, Wes, 1000 letters, luck/ 'PF 
bananas ptests, BC, letters/LB squirrels, apology from D. West, Mr. 
B. BG/JK-CC, BB, pollo/LV-squirrels, lunch/CG-doodles/SD-folder 
and MsS-thanks. 
I, KATHLEEN McLEAN will my brother Pat all the girls he wants 
and the next 2 years at USC to be the best/Sissy the boy of her 
dreams--J.W./J.W. a day without his leech D.D. /L.W. my 
boyfriend--you talk more about him than me/D.F. another date with 
me/Class of 79 success/and Barry all my love. 
I, MINDY McLELLAN will L.B. camp, a trip to S.R., ski lessons, L.H. 
to find herself in any possible (me too) D.K. Mr. G., sleeping bag and 
eternal friendship, S.S.M. Gloria, Tree but really me when I grow up, 
D.B. a new stomach, Psychologycal help. Bill-thanks. Good Luck 
Everyone. 

I, SHEILA McQUILLEN will Susie, a new yard, McShane-Crabs at 
s.h., Beth Ann-tan all year, Krista-all the attention, Marcy-ticket to 
s.s. Diane-Jon Nowe to prom, Jane-senior guys of "78", Jill-boy
friends, that aren't friends, Karen-to be a pantherette. 
I, SUSIE McSHANE will Beth Ann, snowball, steady boyfriend/ 
Sheila, diapers, undetailed story/Gwen, speech lessons, apology/ 
Diane, some of Sheila's detail/Krista, driving lessons/Susie hair dye 
chauffer/Jill, pole rich husband/Darla, blazer/Schuman ROCK. 
I, LISA McSTEEN will Schultz an apartment with Jeff far away from 
Texas. I.P. parents that never hastle, G.P. a real live bear coat, Ron. 
D. a dorm with the girls D.L.-K.J. a bottomless mug. To Jenny a 
descent letter from your man. J. Van H. a get out of jail free card. 
Holly-Jerry for ever. 
I, JANICE McVEY will em, bennies steaks, ski hats, m&m's, "Lu's" 
and a challenge in 1984/Bill, a car for $800/Sarah, down-filled 
mittens/ Kris, a "date" with Craig Keller, 10 pts .. in racq-ball, "a 
Lu", more "tasties," S.I., Paris/Dave C., a new vest/John, 12 red 
roses/Daria, no 61, S.W.P. /Pete F. a few inches. 
I, GAIL MERTZ will LC. treasury of Charlie K. tapes/LL. organ 
shoes, my height, my esteemed position/J.B. a real secret 
adinirer/L.F. some Nivear/C.G. a great year/J.M. 2 more brothers 
when I'm gone/J.G. & P.P. more orchestration. 
I, JON MICHAUX will The captainship of the cc team to Scott 
Fen/Joe Z. some guts and a new car/BE a 351 /John Z. 999 wild 
women and a bucket of earl/ my car to anyone/ OW 2 can some 
hurdleing ability/SP some hate/JR a box/JN. squishsquash. 
I, SANDY MIELKE will CZ a weekend at House P and legs like a 
Ram/ DH a ski instructor and ·chair lift operator and a perfect birthday 
cake/ SF-peaace/ LC & TM a book on boys and conquering depression 
to share with me/Nancy P. lessons on how to serve while keeping feet 
on the ground. -
I, PAM MILLER will my brother, Gary to any underclassman who will 
take him/my place in Mr. Batchelor's class to any incoming senior 
who has to take his class. 
I, LORI MILLINGTON will BY Freshen Up Gum, P.K. Roy's car and 
friendship/SC our sophomore year, a free haircut and Peter/R.R. The 
shack and the song "TequiJla Sunrise"/ Le-le Mini M & M "Nana", 
Louie and all the good times we had/ Rick, a new bronco, Seaven 
Springs and all my love/TP Charlie and all my love. 
I, MINDY MINER will RG a bathtub/LR 12 tom, a little nerve, 
marriage/DH a blonde guy, a lock for her 1 /4 CP a messy house, 
skinny legs, maturi~y / SM a great future/TC tight pants, an active DR 
me, all my love, the best forever. 
I, KEN MOIR will to all future U.S.C. hoopsters J.J. and the 
Gestapo; a.k.a. "John Reardon", a phone book to choose appropriate 
na'lles for similar situations; to Eef, a 'fro-lck; to the Dun-s-saur, my 
hec.vy beard so he doesn't get shut down :??) to Huey, redneck pills. 
I, KAREN MONATH will J.R.M. height, L.D. a world full of 
happiness in the future. J.R. lwk. of not seeing her feet, and 
T.S.B.H. & WSWS A.M. a lifetime with Dave. B.R. the man of her 
dreams. B.C.-R.C. i;l zagnut and driving lessons. D.L. 5 in a date with 
J.R. L.D. my brother, All my friends; happiness and God Bless. 
I, LYNN MORAVA will M.B. $50 from L.T., K.S. an evening with 
J.W./N.H. a new set of tonsils/P.J. a box of Saratogas/L.C. a trip to 
Detroit with Dave/S.C.-J.S./P.B. a future with J.C./P.S.-B.B./L.T. a 
date with C.M. The Seniors white eyes and Visine and packs of gum. 
I, TRACIE MORRISSEY will CZ R.F.D./K.S. a nickname/CG a 
Greek/MG Faye/KW curls/WSooms a relatjonship/JC & SR "Pim"/ 
MD seemed stockings /BP"thanks a lot" /TG a glass of H2O/JN 
walnuts/JD a finger/KC DC/TS babes. 
I, MIKE MULLIN will Frank my hops and pasta/Bert date with 
L.S./Wayne bale of bo/OB & woody baile/Sully big pair/Mouse 
razor/Smity major raid/Zoneys hawaii trip/Wally earless babe/Low 
heram Sephs goddeses/Tracy safe ride/ Rose G.S. putter. 
I, LYNN NALWASKY will Dan C.-all my love forever and a jock 
scholarship/Lisa, Lori & Sam-more parties with the Woodsmen/The 
Woodsmen-a new party place/ Emily D. my Syracuse friendship/! 
Becky B. a long, hot summer with J.H./sophomore guys-good luck an 
all my friendship always. 
I, HEIDI NEILL will Spoof a new girls room/Bear new bear's fur, 
r2dent2, good luck for next year/My little sister J.N./Crazy 1 & 2 a 
c•y next year/Maryanne to stay with G.D. and some S.C./Chuck a 
Happy Day/Holly uptorn chirts/Chipmunk his own pack of 
smokes/Marcia 12 cartons of her choice of smokes. 
I, STEVE NEUBERG will S.P. a red rose, clue #83, and a great 
'80/D.L. my superior trumpet abilities and a date with any girl under 
5'5"/P.G. a Greek wife/M.H. a toy battleshlp/N.E. a swing 
solo/T.P.'s green!! (NO PINK) 

., 



Senior Wills 
I, NATALIE NORTON will Dave, a few A's, Good Luck/Mick; 
pictures of R.L., growth, drivers racing gloves, more one-way 
streets/Terry; the right girl, a "Dear Abby" column/Sue, the GCRC 
presidency/K.B. Good Luck. 
I, LISA NOVELLI will JS 1 /4 halo "maybee" /MW cowlnecks/VJ 

· fulfilled dreams/LR A's on comps/LZ fun weekends/AS freedom-BJ/ 
SO angel roommate-rowdy times/CM bathroom-dates/ AA lawyer
malpractice/BD car-doughnuts/JG substitute mom/TE success EA/ 
PC termpaper/T & A great times. 
I, JOHN NOWE will TA & BO a bulldoser/KW some hair/AB some 
buns/Fweef DZ's shakers/JC a night without Earl/JK a night at 
Rudys/TR some facial hair 
I, DAVE O'BRIEN will Romy a dynagym/Huff a date with Bob/Bert, 
L.R.'s zipper/Fera, a trip to Africa/Rosy the color white/Flims a 24 
oz goal/Snortz, a back brace/Wo, Chris K. as a college roommate/ 
Mine and JWs Richards to Sgt. Pinto/Tracy, a ride home.$ 
I, GLEN OELSCHLAGER will K.S. a new truck; H.N. and L.N. 0 
points; Betty, a trouble-free cafeteria; L.G. a Modeling job and a 
garbage can; J.R. a slam in the bleachers; C.H. a bottle of grease; 
S.F. a flower; T.K.A. muzzle; D.M. A Coffin. . 
I, BILL OGDEN will Theo a crane/B.S. seat belts for his bed 
spins/T.R. something besides skin and bone/N and Nan auto/BS his 
own house to wreck for parties/SO his own harom of girls/C.J. to quit 
being a rabi. 
I, LIZ OLIVER will S.S. Paper Towels, your own ears back, L.S. 
Green M&Ms, black shirts, N.L-a mailbox, S.S. - a field, M.K.-a 
deformed teddybear, L.S.-my shirt, L.O.G.S.D.S.P.R.-some great 
times. 
I, JANET OLSOVSKY will Hap-SS fun at Springs/ 'Kim wedges and 
dates with RM/Diana-JH and fun babysitting and hemoglobin/Jo
Anne-;date with SS/Jane-white eyes/Liz-MD/Ross-driving teacher/ 
Pat-someone else to interrupt Stu-ride home/ Rich-#3 /Soup-peanut 
butter/Sue, much luck/ and .Buffalo - ME. 
I, SCOTT ORACHEFF will Theo my spare bed and some more 
comm.on sense/Willis a new pair of lungs/N.B. 's two bail 
bonds/Stoss new shocks for my car/J.K. my football career/TR my 
old girlfriends. 
I, STEVE O'REILLY will to Bob, a Toni/to Chris, some height and a 
license/.to John, a haircut at a Brillo factory/Beth, Rhinos that don't 
stay in drive/Cindy, tracks of land/to Sue, 1 yr. of Playgirl/Sherry, 
Dan (which one)/Debbie and Lisa color guard bus. 
I, JO-ANNE ORIENT will J.K. 11 ft. pole, "black" secret/Kit CSNY 
song, M&Ms (not green)/J.L. rootbeer/S.M. phone call/Kim great? 
time/J.O. a woodchuck/Brad 72 kids/John a mailbox/R.S.freshman/ 
Kevin smi/Stu piano recital/Green a little sprout/CM Rhode Island. 
l,AUDREY PAPPAS will .en-Jen: a Mel-bean forever and lots of luck; 
D.K. someone else to talk her ear off and luck S.F.:M.D., J.N.; G.P. 
another Pappas for her to get confused with Mr. C. some insults;b.M. 
real people; Good luck to other friends. 
I, GINA PAPPAS will C-joe a hula hoop for her chipmunk and longer 
legs/Woody a forest and anti-hyper pills/K.M. a polka dot 
cumberband/James, my rahtton cold/Krist, a Bill of rights and 
wrongs/Munchkin my B-dolls/D.L. a linen closet/B.C. a dum-dum. 
I, CHONG PARK IN MY INSANITY will r.k. a turboporche & a 
highway in Arizona. j.l. a real mustach and H.G. Mug n.l. "how to 
ask a girl out" book. m.w. aroyal flush, c.s. a girl complete with 
owners manual. 
I, SUSAN PARKS will Alfi, Harry Horizon, Lori, all my test answers 
and a candid picture of NY 78' Nicole, bottle of Visine, Mr. DePalma 
new jokes, Bonnie, more pills, Shelby, my chemistry ability, Denise, 
a pet goose, Liz another night to light up. 
I, ALICE PATTON will NMB 12/7/41, RF & MW, free 15-16/BC-Zen 
V= IR, the old look/CM-George at the right times, new pr. ears/MS 
one way to Detroit, a phone/SZ the ceiling, 9 10 BC, J.D. 
second/SF whiplash, 9-10BC, MD, ER, OS, R&W/AF luck with 
JTH/LS-NMB/CS Emperior, muzzle/Eds. Robt. Morris/KE-OW, 
luck. 
I, RAY PATTON will K.C. a solo his senior year/M.L. success ii\ 
whatever you attempt/M.P. and T.A. the best of luck in yo~ 
remaining years at USCHS/L.A. and C.W. the best of luck/T.W. a 
new bari sax/ R.S. and L.B. fun in your senior year. 
I, PAM PEARLMAN will VC/Tab and TA/K.D./An ear to listen, a 
pen to express/J.W./Neil Young tickets/J.R. a fleet of Jeeps/N. Mt. 
/A year at USC/A.A. Vega paint/C.G. 3 days at Penn State/Rob, 2 
years of freedom/RichMom and Dad - everything, but can I have my 
allowance? 

I, BARB PECK will Patti, responsibility for 50 percent of my 
corruption and wildness. Sue a night with D.B. and spikes. John a 
car that doesn't break down. R.B. a pair of white socks. P.J. a radio 
for the Austan. 
I, CAROLE PERKINS will MJB dance lessons from JC/KS a pair of 
chicken legs/ DM 4 mutual friends/MM 2 bottles of 5 hr. headaches, 
someone to drive your car, friendship/SM 2 ponies, a light blue 
coat/KM a teacher .. /RR a date/OS dry pits, good luck next year, my 
love! 
I, KEITH PERNICANO will one final decision to MS: an ocean of 
coffee with one SOS call to keep him from drowning to TM: 4 more 
wisdom teeth to JN: a bird-the 4 sec. swallow to ER: some FUR to 
WIGGLES: one dozen towel shirts to TG and myself to ?????????? 
I, KEN PLUNKETT will Jill N. a rose a day for a year/Lynn-a Paige 
free day-a week with me/Julie-what she wants in life/Ron-a 
"Heatherette" doll/Jack-a hair straightener/Debbie-a body short
ener. 
I, CINDY PODOBNIK will . Nancy free singing lessons with Andy 
Gibb, Kevin free confetti for his hair, Julie a dozen free cold hot dogs 
for the following school year. Susan a job at Kentucky Fried Chicken. 
I, WAYNE POTTER will Brad K. sky pole/Jay M. belbuckle; Jim, N. 
fish pump; Tom T. harmonica; Tim S. stick shift; Joe and John Z car/ 
Mike M compass/Bill E black book/Jerry and Headly old fafull/Jim 
A. my pen/Paul S. A good math teacher/ Mr. Carney a good joke/To 
Mac an exercising machine. . 
I, PATTI PREVITE will N.W. my Rita scarf /J.G. a handsome 
Mel-O-D/R.S. 10 gallons of Rocky Road le~ Cream/'J.P. a meeting 
with Farrah Rawcett/and _best of luck in the future/J.M. my title or 
Rita/G.M. lots of good times with T.R./J.B. ten more Prevltes. 
I, JENNY RALL will M.A. my jokes ·and a telephone. 1.P. a trip to 
space. J.H. a gift from Mark Eden, J_.R., my friendship. K.S. a hug 
and kiss. My brother Jack, all my tricks for cutting classes. And to 
Seniors of 79, Good luck and best wishes for the future. 
I, PAIGE RAMSAY will H.K. a z28 with a muffler/D.S. L.A. & a 
shotgun/G.S. s.d. & h. a set of stilts/M.V.; free samples/S.S. a 2nd 
placetrophy/S.V. LY a shoulder, Xm~s and a trip to E.S./the guys a 
mother W.Va and lifelong friendship 
I, SUE RA TICA will LS many more Links (with human brains)/ TM a 
new shirt and another way to get home/My little bear a great big 
bear hug/N.L. all my dreams of "harry" /Spaz a new series/J.H. my 
love/Gums ... decals/The Gang ... gums. 
I, TODD RAUCH will my bro BS new car, gold libbies and all my 
thanks AL-million$/JK 12 more years/BO wild babe/LT-KS-MB golf 
bowls/BK courttime/Nowes-a chauffeur/RB-wild trip, own comedy 
hour/ J H-real pickup1 ta-easy1 tm presidency/ KW-developing cream/ 
CZ-home in Pgh/KSed jew/JD-disco lessons/SO-untried brain. 
I, BETH RECKORD will SO a chocolate chip cookie/friendship 
forever/CM-a bun/"Love"/vest and scarf/S.H.-WHAMO/full time 
man/C.K.- a pair of "knees" /a poke/B.M. a basketball/couple of my 
curls/ 'J.S. an innertube/S.M. dishtowel/magazine. 
I, LISA REED will SF and BB a ride to Macs every day/LS a piece of 
gym everyday, the best senior year and patience/LN ability to think 
for herself/JR her gift from Europe/RS a new laugh and OF and 
more good times/to all my friends, good luck and friendship always. 
I, MARTHA REINSTADTLER will SB a May B-day; LL Nathan; CG 
Kevin's body; KJ a fern; NP a fondue party; BM an Easter basket; 
CM all the backrubs he can handle;SZ a taller body; X a personality. 
I, RANDY REPCHECK will Haines, the full responsibility of THE 
WORD; Zaremba, my title as the UL Tl MA TE SQ; Carolyn, 3 more 
great years of hs; Nat, my taste in colleges; Pete, Steve, Neal, 
George, my superior ability in math; Matteson, my marching and 
leadership ability. 
I, KIM RETTERER will BC a one-way ticket to MD with Ann/Jill her 
fantasies with Toots Bugs Dan Joey and anyone else she likes/CB my 
revised version of how not to get a guy and the ability to dee a x-mas 
tree. 
I, LISA RICE will Troll and Hippy, 1 million trips to Hawaii, MM 
someone to marry. B.L. a hamburger, KM someone to get in trouble 
with and a night with CJ & MW. KSa BF. KK a dune buggy and 
someone to say Ta DA. 
I, LAURIE RICHARDSON will KG plenty of bright colors, shoe polish 
for weekends, my job/ MM protection/TM all the lunch money you 
need/CP peace and quiet next year/my little bro all the trouble I 
didn't get into/All Seniors, luck and happiness. 







I . 
·Prom 
dresses 

Sizes 3 to l.5 
Priced From · 
$38 to $9() 

, Layaway 
Master-charge 
Visa · 

A\ILIL 
~11~1311-ilr 
IL!U~tl3 

DANCE YOUR NIGHT AWAY IN A SEXY SWIRL 

OF A DRESS. CHOOSE A DAINTY CHIFFON 

OR A WHISPERY FLORAL PRINT OR EVEN A 

lELICATE DEMURE EYELET. 

PERHAPS A SLINKY BLOUSON 

o ••• MAYBE A HALTER GOWN 

WITH STOLE. o • OR A SED~ 

TIVE HIGH LOW HEMLINE. 

LUV HAS THEM ALL! 

.,.. 

. . 

To The Class Of '79 
(the class with class!) 
FINALLY! NOW IT'S AU10ST HERE ••• 

THE SENIOR PRCM. THE SHERATON ••• 

AFTER PRCM ••• ALL NIGHT PARTIES ••• 

SENIOR BREAKFAST. CAN YOU WAIT? 

IT'S BEEN A WHILE ••• WHEN DID IT 

START7 1966 AT EISENHOWER, JOHN ... 

SON, BAKER ••• OR DID YOU TRANSFER 

INTO THE DISTRICT? MIDDLE SCHOOL 

AND THEN 1975 ••• LOWLY FRESHMEN. 

IT'S BEEN A LONG, LONG ROAD AND 

NOW IT'S ·· SENIOR PR<lv1 ••• A TIME TO 

REMEMBER. 

' . 

South Hills Vill~e & . 
Monroeville Mall 



INTERNATIONAL 

I 
A 
G 

ART GALLERY 

-.Art 
* Contemporary Prints 
,, Antique Prints 
• Hand Crafts 
• Custom Framing 
.. Gifts 
• In Home or In Office 

Wall Art and Decor 
Consulting Service 

Margaret E.Woolf, Phone:412·83~·3188 
212 Valle.y Brook Road, McMurray, Pa. 

. 15317 

N\ELLON B~N~ N. ~-
112 WASHINGTON ROAD 
PITTS8URGH. PA 15QQ8 
N\T L€9ANON· OFFICE 

BISCEGLIA'S 

:fl <Fouch :flbo-es 

MITCHELi:$ CORNER 
1784 NORTH HIGHLAND 
833-8838 · 833-6756 

•Plants 
•Silk&Dried F1ow~rs 
•Baskets 
-Cards 
•Place Mats&Napkins 
•Kitchen Items 
•Unusual hm}d crafted 

dttorating&,gift items 

THE HALEY 
712 Washington Rd .• 

Mt. Lebanon 
(under Mellon Bank) 

MON.-FRI., 10--4, SAT., 10-3 
W-7333 

Liven up your Graduation Bash 
Live Steve Martin Routine '' King Tut• with 

backup band: Heavy Winds 

Band will also play selections from Styx. Kansas, 
and many others 

Reasonable Rates 
for reservations call Mr. Becker at 833-8736 

ROBERT E HAYDEN 
CATERING 

WEDDINGS, GRADUATIONS, SHOWERS, PARTIES& 

MEETINGS 

\ 

-----.. 
.'; ~~LET OUR CHEF 

/ Y . · TAKE OVER" 

PHONE 561·2852 

PETE DONflTI &. SONS 
FLORl~TS 

35 DONATI ROAD· Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Phone 835·4420 or 561-2530 

Hours 8=30 • 5:00 P. M. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
· To The Class of 1979 

Monsignor Francis J. Rooney 

. St. Thomas More Church 

941 - 4211 343 - 3044 

793 N. Washington Rd. 

McMurray, Pa. 15317 

Donna and Ma,-y Ann 



Congratulations 
. tothe 

Upper St. Clair 
Graduates 

from the 

BAILEY 

BANKS& 

BIDDLE 
PITTSBURGH PA. 

PERSONAL PATRONS OF THE SENIOR ISSUE: 
Mr. and Mrs. William Erdner 
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Moir 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sherrill 
Theodore J. Zanardi 

BEFORE YOU ORDER YOUR PROM FWWERS 

sEE THE Prom Experts! ' 

10%off!! 
KASPER& SONS 
GREENHOUSESAN»FLORIST 

221-4373 
830 Bower Hill Rd. 

Bridgeville,Pa. 
15017 

I/ 4 mi. N. of S. Hills Village on Rt. 19 

. 831-8288 Jackt>ts Required 

NTERcha~e 
SUPPER CLUB 

Easy Listening Jazz Entertainment 

Every Wed., Fri., SaL 
I 

('('Now Open Sundays" 

BUSINESS PATRONS OF THE SENIOR ISSUE: 

Benson and Sons, Realtors 
Engineering Metals Company; R. W. Nalwasky President. 
Kenco ' 

MEN'S 
I FORMALS 



671 Washington Rd. 
Mt.Lebanon 

343-8133 open 10-9-

\._(J)::-. :·· 
. \ l tt::-,: ; . · ll . 

What to - l=i ii 
wear to o·ne of ·· 
the big-~vents 
of your .life. _- . -
Consider the new Chelsea by Palm Beach• 
Formals-a short cutaway model that is the 
epitome of elegance. Every detail is tastefully 
and fashionably right-from the satin shawl collar 
and suppressed waist," to the matching vest and 
satin "beau" tie: (There's eve-n a ring pocket!) 
And the-rental cost for all this eleg·ance .is most 
reasonable. · · · 

,,. I 

We Carry: 

Palm Beach 

After Six 
Lords West 

BEST PRICE IN TOWN 

%\ 

\ 
' l 

· .A_ contemporary 
view of - - · . -

·:::•-~ ,elegance:. -
Last word, first choice ot the groom who sees 
things in the light of today. The PRINCETON, 

- a tuxedo of coPtemporary fashion ... . accessorized 
as shown, or with blue shirt and white tie. . 
A tribute to the taste of all the members of ihe 
wedding party. At moderate rental costs, to bo~t! · 

. -



833-9875 

429·431 Wood Street 

at Forbes Avenue 

Pitt!;burgh • Pa. 15222 

281-1651 

SOUTH HILLS VILLAGE 

Mt. Lebanon 

Branch Store 

731 Washington Road 

563·165] 

''Your Special Occasion 

835·7281 

is my Specialty" 

31 Donati Road 
Bethel Park, Pa. 

Graduation 

Birthday 

Anniversary 

Weddings 

308 Castle Shannon Blvd. 

Mt. Lebanon 

341-3775 
Daily 9:00a.m. -5:00p.P1. 

Closed Mondays 

• PORTRAITS 
• PASSPORTS 
• WEDDINGS 
• FAMILY GROUPS 

MEN'S 

C 

540 PennAve. 
Pgh., Pa. 15222 

281·1331 



r 

• 

Jobnsbon Che florist; 

Flowers For That 
Special Oeeasion 

The Best In ThcBloominBtJSine~ 
• 

Johnston the florist 

691 WASHINGTON ROAD 

561-5523 

Olde Southern 
PANCAl{E 
HOUSE 

Rte.19 South (941•7802) 

"OVER 40 VARIETIES OF PANCAKES AND WAFFLES" 

Unus11al Clothing for Guys A .~irls 

\' 0 u Can Own This Card Freel 

THIS CARD ENTITLES 
BEARER TO A 

10% DISCOUNT 
ON REGULAR PRICE MERCHANDISE 

KS&.eo. 
unique clothing 

for men l11'°men 
VALID THROUGH DEC. 31, 1979 

RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT CARD 
AFTER YOUR FIRST PURCHASE 

AT REGULAR PRICE, GOOD THROUGH 1979 . 

SouthHills Village· 833-3737 
Next to Gimbels, Upper Level Formet"4.y P.mts Bal":-el 

_ Pittsburgh's 

# 1 Lincoln Mercury Dealer sez 

Congratulations 
Seniors 

FROM 

Pittsburgh's 

Lincoln Mercury Dealer 

Route 51 South Whitehall 
881-7000 



Join us for a festive luncheon or dinner. At Steak and Ale, 
you'll enjoy the lusty atmosphere of an old Eng~ish inn. Choicest 

beef served by gaily costumed people who pride themselves upon 
superior service. Cocktails in the perfect setting. Steak and Ale. 

Come. Join in the fun, today. 

~~bR~lf 
TN€ rROM ... 
fORMHLWE:HR 
t>l 
LORDWE:ST 
The fun begins. Enjoy every 
moment knowing you look 
your very best in 
distinctive formalwear 
by Lord West. Choose 
your tuxedo from our 
vast selection of - .ce:.,L---=""" 
traditional and 
contemporary styles in ·· 
a range of colors that moves 
from light to bright to classic 
deep tones. Thanks to Lord West's 
impeccable tailoring and ~rfect fit, 
you ·11 be totally at ease ... 
and she'll love the way you look. 

THOMAS' FORMALS 
2921 West Liberty Ave.(near R>tomas) Dormont 

531·0467 

PHONE: 941-6145 

115 EAST McMURRAY ROAD, McMURRAY, PA. 

(Nex1 tc Cattaneo'• Super Market) 

A Modern Beauty Salon With All 01 
The Charm and Gaiety Of 

New Orleans at Mardi-Gras Time! 

WEDDINGS· BANQUETS · FUNERALS· TELEFLORIST 
GREAT SOUTHERN SHOPPING CENTER, BRIDGEVILLE,· PA. 15017 

PAUL LOUIS BLANC 
A.S. AND B.5. DEGREES 
OWNER AND DESIGNER 

.,I 

PHONE · 
(412) 221·1515 



IMPORTED ITALIAN 
FOOD PRODUCTS 

' JOE LABRIOLA'S Homemade 

ITALIAN SAUSAGE 

1 ' . I 
i I 
i i 
fl 

• C: ) i 
, I ' 

r-------------++------------------! I 
FRESH - LUNCH 

MEAT 

MITCHELL'S CORNERS 
Upper St. Clair (next to living room) 

S61 E. McMurray Road 
McMurray, Pa. 15317 

235 South Hills Village 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241 
Phone 561-6900 

. \ 

PARTY TRAYS 

831-7010 

SPECIALIZING IN 
STYLE CUTS& 
TREND DESIGNS 

HAIR DESIGNERS -

i 
, ! . . 

·-------.¥P,,_ ...... _ 
McMURRAY AREA · 

ROBERT HOFFMAN and 
GEORGE LOOS, Pro~rietors 

941-9915 • 941-3680 

''We Telegraph Flowers'' 
Corsages 

- L ---




